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There are many tasks the Extension Agents, 4-H are called on to 
perform. 
others. 
Some of these tasks require more time and involvement than 
The 4-H Agent today is involved in urban as well as rural group 
activities and with personnel representing many types of service and 
marketing firms as well as people directly involved in agriculture. 
The tasks required of 4-H Agents these days necessitate mastering 
additional competencies such as: (a) a working knowledge of group 
teaching techniques, (b) use of mass media in communication, (c) skills 
in organization, (d) principles and procedures in county program devel-
opment, and (e) an understanding of human behavior and social organi-
zation. A mastery of these new roles has not lessened the importance 
of technical subject matter; on the contrary, the need is intensified 
due to scientific development [1]. 
The Extension Agent, ~-H is a leader in the area where he is work-
ing in planning and carrying out the extension programs. He should 
create a strong and favorable attitude in the volunteer leaders, an 
attitude which can lead to decision and actions. A sense of creative-
ness and initiative is vital for the success of an Extension Agent 
4-H, A good character helps him to inspire faith and confidence, which, 
when developed in the minds of the volunteer leader, will make him the 
best idea salesman. 
The 4-H AgeHt is also a teacher, but a special teacher who must 
always k·eep in mind some basic principles su;99ested by Saville [28, p. 
51]. 
L E.xte:rrSion deals with cidults ~ncl young people in situatio:ns 
in real Hf.e. 
t. iP:a.rticipa:ti·OiA· in ext(llll$i'~ $¢tivftiecS is entirely v<:>luntal"'y. 
3, Extens.ion teae:.trtn19 may C'!!>ver .e:ny subject in agrtculttt:·re ~,. 
·mome mana.gemen•t t;ftro~h tf)'t\centrating 0.n 'fntEH'f!Sts or .SN·tla1 
nB"ecls o.f the· pe,erj;le ~:t iAY ·9~ven time. 
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tb··i·ll i nforlll)a 1 te·iil'chirt·g ~lS'~ r·e'tt.tiires :patie:ric~, w~s~~ t~ct, ~4~· 
st•ndi n·g and wi 11 i n:gness to work t>n tfll~ part ef th~ 4 .. H Ag.ent. fil;e1d'la'f's 
U11e n1{)St i'mp~rtant ch&r$et·e'ristic of the 4 ... H Ag~Mt is that h:e sho!t:Ald 
kn11>w hi$ job. L. ike a g,,~ f~P:•r; he· rn:ust 'M(IW! his ,}Qt> •1,} to be, •f:>le 
t€1 prodl;}ce the res·u 1 ts. 
accorctfu"f to Soob1tsty ~ there are ma;'t'1¥ C®'lifQ!Jil role.s of profe·ssi1:n1a l 
E:.xtensi·o·n educatG>rs. sucfif ~s t;l'"e 4.-M Ag.ents. These .l"olt$ in:elude: 
1. ~epresent i ng the tJ. S. Govf;H"flfll~nt, U. s. 0 .A. (United States 
iJel'.'artment of A,griculture).,. ~fifld Grant tmiversity with a.n 
eutreach informal edtt:eatiema 1 prQ'g·ram. 
2. Providinig as many ~Elu,cation·al op;:P'Ol"'tunities as possible to 
as miu1y peopl~ a$ p~ssi·b1e SQ that the QW$lity of living 
is increased to i1t$ potentta-1. 
3. Involvil!lQ people tn the 1:rr~t·ra'l!l ~~Yie1o:pment. pr°'ess so 
that the p~op~r. ~n~lYli!S of tMimut\:i;ty a:nd iridivid"lil needs 
a~. idi!,ntiffedj i'm:pl~m&nt:ett .an(! e'taluate~. 
4. Providing c°"'rdi.Mt'ian. ·of' CO:ml'n1Jnity and individual resources 
in order to provi:de tne 1b:est poss ilHe educational programs 
fo·r thecominunity [29~. p. l}. 
"! T'tlte-se ttil-$ks. roles ~~d cornpet~'J'.ld$$, required Q;f the Extensio'f't 
A:ge,nt$ are changing toda1 fr'&lTl· thl)se iri th.e p.ast. Kre:itlow s.umm&.rize.s. 
t'hes~ ¢:l:f:~~s as fo 1 lQws : 
11 lrends taking place in txti!<nsion educational development 
indicate a change from personal service to group leader-
ship, from making the program to guiding it, from quantity 
.to quality of results and from individual problems of 
farmers and homemakers to the farm and home unit approach 
[15, p. 2]. 
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Northrop· [21] commented that the roles of the Extension Agent in 
the community 4-H Club today are changing drastically in the transition 
fr-om school ... type clubs. Presently, agents are diScharging a far more 
ch&llenging profession.al responsibility as they become 'teachers of 
te~chers 1 whereas under the fo.rmer organization, they worked directly 
with club members at home and in club meetin.gs. The logic in support 
of this change is that more members can be f',e:ached through more communi-
ty 4-H Clubs, led by agent ... trained actults, teen and junior leaders. 
The StatemEmt of the Problem 
The problem with which this study is concer.ned can be seen from 
the fact that more tasks, roles and competencies are required of the 
Extension A.gents, 4 .. H today. The Extension Agents, 4 .. H are challenged 
to:day with a greater variety of tasks than their previous counterparts. 
01..1e to this variety of tasks and roles that the 4-H Agents are called 
on to fulfill and becaus'e of these changes in the recent years, there is 
a need for __ increased pre .. servlce anct in•service educational training 
programs to enable the agents to perform their duties effectively and 
~frf'ldently. In order to develop these training programs, these tasks 
··-. \ -·--·- -·--··-··-····"' -·-··- ., .. , 
an4 roles must be more fully understood. 
Therefore, in order to-know what the agents are called on to do and 
what they and their Cou11ty Extensto:n Directors think they should be 
doing, a survey of their perceptions (Ind those of their Directors are 
needed. 
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Purpose of the Study 
The intent of this study was te> determine and rate the task 
involvement of the Extension Agents, 4-H according to time spent on 
these tasks as percei.ved by themselves and by their County Extension 
Uirectors. This will help in formulating recommendations regarding the 
present and desired involvement of 4-H Agents in the Extension Service 
program. It is hoped that these recommendations can be implemented for 
the improvement or development of Extension training programs, 
Objectives of the Study 
In order to give more detailed direction to the study, the follow ... 
ing specific objectives have been deve1oped: 
1. To secure perceptions of Exte·nsion Agents. 4·H and their County 
IExtern~ion Directors of their present and desired involvement in selected 
tasks acco.rding to the amount of time spent on those tasks. 
2. To compare the perceptions of Extension Agents, 4-H and their 
County Extension Directors cone,erning present and desired task involve-
ment. 
J. To collect selected b.adr§r'eUfl'd data from the Extension Agents, 
4 ... ff and their County Extensioft Directors and descri~ the more co!lll1on 
<:haract~ristks, e.g. position. age, tenure. 
Scope a'nd Limitation of tM Study 
The researcher realized and recognized the following limitations: 
1. All 36 of the existing Extension Agents, 4-H serving presently 
in the capacity of 4 .. H Agent and listed on the personnel 
directory of Oklahorna Cooperative Extension Service and th:eir 
County Extension Directors were i,n:eluded in the study. 
2. Those counties without a 4-H Agent were not included in the 
study. 
3. Only the categories of tasks chosen by the jurors were used in 
the questionnaire. 
4. The 81 tasks used in the questionnaire were those selected by 
the jurors. 
Assumptions of the Study 
This study was undertaken with the following assumptions clearly 
in mind: 
1. That the statements of the instrument, developed by the 
investigator and thoroughly scrutinized by a body of experts 
would adequately measure the involvement of the 4-H Agent 
.as perceived by themselves and their County Extension 
Uirectors. 
···~·· 2. That the responses from the questionnaire indicated honest 
expressions of their opinions. 
,\ 3. That each resp-ondent was sufficiently knowledgeable of the 
Extension programs in his respective county,. 
Definition of Terms 
Certain terms had special meanings as applied to this study. 
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Task. A unit of worker activity that is immediate in specificity 
between a function and a procedural work step or action. It is a 
discrete unit of work p·erformed by an individual; that is, the unit 
usually has a definite beginning and ending, and it is performed within 
a limited period of time. 
Task Inventor.~:- An instrument used for conducting an occupational 
survey, It consists of items of ideAtification and background informa-
tion and a list of appropriate duty and task statemEmts. 
Position. The duties and tasks established as the work requirement 
for one individual. A position exists whether occupied or vacant. 
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4-H Member ( 4-H' er). Those are the students enrolled by youth 
p~rticipation enrollment. A member here may not participate as a member 
of an organized local 4 .. H Club, but as a member of Special project Club. 
Lea,.,der Training. A program to provide 4-H 1 eaders with education 
to irlcrease their competencies necessary for them to effectively carry 
out their res pons i bO iti es as a 4 .. 14 leader. 
Ext.eps;onAgents,, 4-H (4-H Agent). He is re$pons1ble for 4 .. H 
p·l"'ograms in his count.Y of location. He is also accoufltable to the 
Cownty Extension Director. 
Count,t Extensio:n Qirector (County Oirecto~). He is the adminis-
trative head of a co,tmty staff. H.e has responsibility for total 
,r°'grattf!S covering 4-H; Agrictilture, Home Economics and Rural Development 
in his area of jurisdicti.on. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATUR,E AND RESEARCH 
Introduction 
Th.is chapter presents a summary of the 1 iterature related to the. 
identification of tasks of Extension Agents, 4-H. The review of related 
literature and research helped the investigator explore several areas 
relevant to thi.s study. Th.is does not imply that it comprises an 
exhaustive list of factors related to the topic. However, the author 
felt.it clarified the subject enough to aid in delimiting and developing 
the research effort. The material is presented under major topical 
headings in order to facilitate clarity and organization. 
The Meaning of Task 
Task is a unit of worke.r activity that is intermediate in specifi-
city between a function and a procedural work step or action. It is a 
discrete unit of work perforrned by .an in.dividual; that is, the unit 
usually has a definite beginning and ending, and it is performed within 
a limited period of time (31). 
Wh.ile a job description sketches the outlines and 11 high spots 11 of 
the job to be taught, the task analysis is chosen to be specific. 11 A 
task is a logically related set of actions required for the completion 
of a job objective 11 (19, p. 10). 
Due to differences in tasks performed by an individual worker in 
7 
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various jobs, and in various positions, a few definitions related to the 
job of an Extension Agent, 4~H should be identified. 
Some investigators have taken liberties, using the word "competency'' 
to mean the same thing as task. Such researchers maintained that compe-. 
tency ordinarily is defined as "adequacy.for a task" or a possession of 
required knowledge, skills; and abilities. 
According to Tracey (32), each duty is made up of one or more tasks, 
and a task has the same relationship to a duty as a duty has to a job. 
It is job clusters that constitute a duty. To be further specific, he 
defined 11 tas k11 bY saying: 
.•. a task is one of the work operations that is a logical 
and essential step' in the performance of a duty. It is the. 
work unit that deals·with the methods, procedures, and 
techni'ques by which d'utfes at'te carried out (p. 44). 





it occupies a reasonable portion of the work time spent 
in performing a duty; · · 
it occurs with reasonable frequency in the cycle of a, 
duty; 
it involves very closely related skills, knowledge and 
abilities; and · · 
it is performed according to some standard. For example, 
tasks in'clUded in th.e duty of an Extension Agent, 4-H 
include training of.volunteer leaders, (Le., as an adult 
educator), administration, evaluation, staffing, teaching, 
communication a·nd ptogram execution (p. 44)o · 
Need for Task Inventory Study 
Today, the Extension Service is involved in the development of jbb 
and position.descriptlOns 1n its personnel management divisi·on, The 
factors contributing lo thls· activity are, the enormity of the organiza-
tion and the complexity of the programs. 
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According to Lavery (16), the Extension organization in past years 
was mainly a line. structure consisting in most cases of a director, 
county agent, home demonstration agent and specialists. Due to the 
increase in staff, the organization had to break and create a span of 
supervisory.control in many areas. 
More recently, increases in the size of the county and specialist 
s~affs created the need for more specialized leadership in program 
development· and coordfnation. Also, additional administrative workload 
created the need for staff-type positions at the state l.evel, Such 
positions include youth programs, agricultural programs or home economics 
programs. These developments have called for written statements to 
describe the duties, responsibilities, and relations of various line· 
and staff positi6ns in the .Extension Service. 
Mentioning t_hese duties and responsibilities· Lavery (16) wrG>te: 
A me.mber of the Extension Service always derives personal 
satisfaction from explaining his job to interested parties; 
and one of fhe goals in developing job descriptions is to 
assist staff personnel to improve explanations of their 
work .. , Iii ·other words, when the supervisor talks with his 
staff~ he can use job description to explain thei~ duties and 
responslbiliffos (p. 8). 
From ·the above statement it could be surmised that task analyses 
have two useful purposes: to provide the employees (Extension) with a 
guide to help explain their work to others and to provide supervisors 
(Extension) with some documents to help them explain duties or tasks 
and responsibilities to their staff, Other useful purposes of task 
analysts could be found in the selection process, identifying trainiilg 
' I ' ' 
needs and in ~ersonnel appraisal. Further uses may be thought of as 
crys ta 1 Ti zat ion of the organ·i zation process itself . 
. In the Air Force (5), job inventory has been chosen as the only 
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feasible approach. for collecting work-task informatfon from workers~ 
There were a number of advantages mentioned for this. One of these 
advantages is the fact that the method is not expensive, since informa-
tion can be collected.from a lot of workers in the same occupation 
instead of getting the sarne information from few workers by means of 
professional job analysis. 
Secondly, the quantity oft.his information can be measured in the 
sense that those people involved or performing a given task can be 
counted and th~if~~haracte~isttcs describe¢. 
Thirdly, since the data by task inventory .techniques are quantifi-
able, they can be stored, rnanipula~ed, analyzed, and reported by compu-
ter. 
Furthermore; the resu.lts of the task inventory can. be validated 
and checke.d for stability using conventional statistical techniques. 
The Ohio State University Center for Vocational and Technical 
Education (31) a·daed a point more that: 
The technique yields foformati on that is accurate. Workers 
do npt infla·te tneir.job deseriptibns in terms of.the number 
or difffoult,Y. levels of tasks performed. There is a high 
pr()babilitY' that sTgnifiCant tasks missing from the inventory 
will be written in by workers who perform them (p. 3). 
Roles and Tasks of Extension Agents, 4-H · 
The-re have been many studies ,in other areas of 4-H youth work; 
however, there -ls. a need for further studies in the areq of identifying 
~he ro1~ and tasks of'the Extension Agent, 4-H. An example which .the 
author found that -had been written concerning the 4-H Agent's job, or 
what it should be, is in Sectfon Jwo of The Smith Lever A.ct as indicated 
by Sanders (27) that states: 
Coop~rative Agriculture Extension work shall consist of the 
giving of instruction and practical demonstrations ih agri-
culture and home economics and subjects r~lating thereto to 
petsons not attending or residirig in said colleges in the 
sev~ral communities, and imparting information on said sub-. 
jects ~hrough demonstrations, publications and otherwise 
(p. 426)' 
Duncan (7) also stated: 
A knowledge of the extension agent 1 s role assists in defining 
the nature of undergraduate training necessary in his pro..:. 
fessional preparation. While specific job descriptions for 
extension positions have not yet.been standaroized,. certain· 
areas of comp~teri'ce can be.-identified ·and ;can form the basis 
for training at the undergradua~e level~ The essential 
functlon of the courit.Y · extenslon worker is 'th.at of teaching --
teaching rural people to identify.and solve their own problems 
through the application of improved'farrning and home making 
practices and other information (p. 11). ·. 
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Accurate assessm~nt of training needs for Extension personnel is a 
continuing ~oncern to Extension. This was found in Peabody's (22) 
critical incident techniques study in which he was trying to identify 
agent training needs, possible differences in training needs, and job 
requirements accordfog to the position and the.tenure of the job holders 
(agents). He collected 444 critical incidents from 74 subjects in 23 
small meetings, These incidents were then classified into a performance 
category .system set up at the beginning of the stuqy. Teaching and 
communicatfon incidents were most often reported as critical, followed 
by organizing, conducting programs; administering, program planning and 
evaluating in that Qrder. 
The task of•training voluntee~ leaders for their work with 4-H 
Clubs falls to the 4:...H agent and to the state staff, Assuming that these 
professionally trained persons are qualified to provide the necessary 
training, it is not always easy to know exactly what kinds of training 
are needed, Adding to the problem is the fact that learning the kind.s · 
of-competencies. and procedures required of a leader does not come in 
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one short training experience. Establishing priorities also increases 
the difficulties of planning for training. 
Tucker (34) conducted a study for the purpose of ·providing data 
relative to the county extension agent 1 s perception of .their training 
. ' ' 
needs and the methods of training that are most effective in meeting 
these needs. The study was made on a 40 percent. random stratified sam-
ple of the agents ·responsible for the 4-H c.lub work as designated by 
the administration of th~ Mi~si~sippi Extension Service. Data were 
collected via mailed questionnaire from ninety-nine agents, He dis-
covered that the 4-H agent stin needs some training in order·for him 
to fulfill his task as an organizer, teacher, planner, coordinator, 
s~imulator, and a stud~nt,of people's needs. 
An essential source of edu·cational objectives for a curriculum 
designed for'the professional is to be found in the study of the job 
or tasks of the professional.· When the role is changing or is not fully 
unqerstood, ft must first be identified and, described before objectives 
can be-stated, 
The role of 'the Ext.ensi on Agent, 4-H as an adult educator has been 
a focus of discussion and consideration in recent. years, In spite of 
this concerted effort, the role has not been de.fined. 
Trent (33) i.n his· presentation to a seminar group said: 
The difficulty in defining the Extension Agent 1s roles pre-
cisely may lie in the fact that the Extension Service is a 
dynamic eaucatfonal insfitut.fon a.nd roles change with. new 
program emphasis, innovation and societal demands. Today 1• s 
Extension Agent is. p!;!rformirlg tasks which were not considered 
a part of his responsibility ten years ago (p. 2), 
Maybe the first question of large importance which confronts an 
Extension Agent like the 4..:.H in the beginning of his work in a county, 
be it old or new, is, 11 What should I do? 11 
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To define precisely what an individual must do as an occupant of a 
job category within an organization may result in the stifling of 
individual ingenuity; creativity, and innovativeness and in turn, ad-
versely affect the organization. Thi~ is particularly true in ed~cational . - - .. ', .: ' 
institutions where a premium is placed on these personal qualities. 
Perhaps it is well ,that the efforts to define the role of the 
Extension Agent in precise,terms have failed, ye~, there is a need for a 
flexible outline of responsibilities. The National Technical Information 
Service ( 30) states: , 
("' Extension Agents need to know haw they, fit into the Extension 
organization. , They neeq to know what is expected from them 
in terms of job performance. They need to know what knowledge, 
skills, ancf abilities are requiSi.te for th.e job. Also, those 
responsible for curriculum d,evelopment in Extension must have 
some not.ion of what behaviors are expected of the Extension 
educat6f on the job (p; 127). 
Burritt (4) in hls own view several years ago describe~ the role 
of an Extension Agent as carrying out the program which has been o~,t-
1 ine,d for: him and the attainment for which in reasonable measure, 
' < .' • \. 
constitutes ~is main job~ His statement was supported in another,dis-
cussion when he said: 
The Extension Agent's job is·usually what he makes,it. It 
may,be merely one of great activity in,unessential details 
an,d doing things for farmers which they should do for them-
selves., Or, lt riiay·be the organizing of the agriculture of 
a county, the' better training of'its, leade·rship and giving 
its cttizeriship a new vision of their responsibilities, 
obligations and ·opportunities (p. 129). ' 
Coun~y Extens'icin Agents' roles in the community 4.-H Club have 
changed drastically in the transition from school-.type clubs. Tod,ay, 
agents are discharging a far more challenging professional responsibility 
as,. they become 11 teachers of teachers 11 wh,ereas under the former organi - . 
zation, they worked directly with club members at home and in club 
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meetings. The logic in support of this change of role of the Extension 
Agent is that more merribers can be reached t_hrough more Community 4-H 
Clubs, led by agent~trained adults, teen and junior leaders. 
Ma·uk ( 20) has t.h is to say. about the Texas Ex tens ion Agents 1 roles 
in their counties to'day: 
Extension agents are res pons ibl e for the. 4-H program in their 
respective co'unties. ·This responsfbil'ity .can be shar-ed and 
delegated, but the agents are still accountable. Responsi..: 
bility can be delegated but never released (p. 1). 
In ana 1yzi ng the. Job of the Extension Agent, 4-H one dete·rmi nes 
from a n·umber of studies that there is .no genera 1 agreement on the ro 1.e 
of the 4-H agent. The nature of the role is such that a person occupy-
ing the position must fulfill, to a certain degree, expectations from 
supervisors, co-workers, volunteer leaders and perhaps others. This, 
many times, becomes such B problem that the 4~K Agent does not really. 
know what constitutes t.he most important activit.ies of the job.· 
The job of an Exte.nsion Agent, 4-H is one of a very complex .nature~ 
To be effective, the agent must realize the importance and responsibil-
ities of the job performed •. There are many opportunities for service 
to the people and professional and personal satisfaction for the 4-H 
Agent. 
Harlow (10) asserted that tlie role.of the professional worker in 
Extension youth programs is 11 adult educator. 11 The primary function of 
the agent in relation to this role is that of developing a training 
c~rriculum ·a'nd implementihg this training for adult 4.;,H lead,ers .. The 
4-H ·Agent's primary objective should be the educational needs. Through 
this concern, the agent is providing the individual with knowledge, 
skills, and the proper attitudes which will be instrumental in helping 
' ' ' ' 
the local people obtain their goals. 
Commenting on how the 4-H impact could be increased, Brown (2) 
indicated that the role of th~ agent among other things should be 
changed" He{the Agent), should be a trainer of local leaders, an 
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organizer and a coll a tor of community resources o He should be a planner 
and one who shoi.Jl d be acquai.hted with other youth-serving age~ci es, 
organizations, and olher lay leaders, 
Rabi nson ·(ZS) examined the ro 1 es of Extension Agents , 4-H by 
requesti rig three supervisors, three county Extension Agents and three . 
. , .. . . 
lay leaders (officers of county 4-H leaders' association) to rate 40 
job activities. These aetivities were categorized into: planning and 
evaluation; orgah1zing and promoting local clubs; promoting instruction 
and rendering personal service. 
It was indiCatedthat all three respondent groups felt that plan-
ning and evaluafion should be accorded the highest priority followed by 
organizing and promoting,· with rendering personal service deemed the 
1 owes~ priority, 
. In the researchet's opinion, the increasing workload of 4~H agents 
necessitates that the age.nt learn to delegate a certain amount of 
responsibi 1 ity o The ability .to delegate re,sponsi bility depends 1 argely 
. . ' - ' ' . 
on success'ful planning, organizing, and job enthusiasm, The primary 
function of the. 4::.H leader is to relate to· the 4-H member in a positive 
way in order to bring about favorable and desirable changes in the 
behaviora·l patt~r11s of the 4.,.H member. The.possible damage which might 
be done to'. the 4~Hmember through and' by.an adult in a leadership posi-
tion not qualified for that positiOn is evident to almost any observer, 
., I - • 
Therefore, he is viewed as an "adult educator 11 (profess ion a 1 or 1 ay) who 
uses recognized adult educational procedures and teaches oth~rs to use 
them. 
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4-H Task Related Studies 
Sanders (27) asserted that meaningfulness for the individual 4-H 
member is primarily dependent on the local leaders, and, further that 
experience is the product of a highly motivated and capable leader. He 
als.o stated on page 271 that 0 The value of all ·supportive investments, 
. I . 
including profess.tonal resources and materials ·is realized only as it is 
reflected in the performance of 1oca1 1 ea de rs. 1,1 The role of the pro-
fessional worker i.n Extension youth programs is 11 adult educator 11 , accord-
ing to him. The primary function of the agent in relation to this role 
is that of developing a training curriculum and implementing this train-
ing of adult 4-H leaders. Therefore, the Extension youth agent becomes 
a trainer of adult 4-H leaders. 
The purpose of the training to be provided for adult 4-H leaders is 
to teach the leader the quality necessary to effectively perform their 
duties. · 
In developing a training program for adult 4-H leaders to more· 
effectively relate to youth, team work between adult 4-H leaders and the 
professional Extension Agent is of prime concern. Since individuaJs 
often perceive problems differently ·because they have varying values; 
~xperiences, and aspirations, it is difficult to achieve coordinated 
commitments to a systematic series of actions~ 
Trent (33) emphasized the necessity of this systematic series of 
actions in relation to a training program by stating on page 324 that, 
1'development of an effective training program for lay leaders should 
consist of a series of sequential steps. 11 He suggested that the steps 
should be for agents to determine what the 1 eaders feel they need, 
agreement of the County Extension Staff as to what the leaders need and 
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to combine the perceptions of the leaders and the County.Extension Staff· 
to arrive at a training program. 
Goyen (9) studied the working en.vironment of Extension Agents, 4-H 
by means of critical incidents. One could also study the behavior of 
4-H agents from their viewpoint through the same technique. Through his 
mailed questionnaires he collected 1,425 critical incidents from 752 
respondents and analyzed these into five areas of ten categories. 
He found that 47% of the respondents listed program development and 
execution tasks as being important, twenty.-one perc;:ent indicated organi-
zation; while only two percent rated public relations tasks as important; 
He also mentioned that there should be training in the areas of adult 
or extension education program or curriculum development, administration 
and educational psychology. . . . 
Laurel K. Sabrosky's statement on the role of the County Extension 
Agent 4-H Club worker at the 1963 New York 4-H Club Leaders' Conference 
was quotec:I by Whaples (37) as: 
..• an adult educator, a youth educator, a public relations 
person, •.• a leader of a program 'of people, a change agent, 
an authority on children and youth, an authority on learning, 
an authority on organization • . ·. an evaluator. (and) a 
program planner {p. 27). 
Whaples {37) also quoted Kelsey and Hearne 1 s point that: 
They, the members of the county staff, perform these main 
functions: 
1. As teachers, they help rural people to discover and 
understand their problems and acquaint them with· 
possible solutions and encourage thei~.adoption. 
2. As organizers, they can help farm people to understand 
how group action may improve their situation. 
3. As leaders they are alert to situations affecting the 
welfare of farm people and help them find solutions 
arising from these situations {p. 28). 
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According to Cook (6), youth agents, county leaders and district 
agents who were asked to identify the role of the youth agent as defined 
by himself, county leaders and district agents indicated that there was 
a significant correlation between the rank order of tasks by different 
groups showing a generally high level of agreement in the ranking of 
tasks, Both county leaders and the district agents described the role 
of a youth agent as one who plans, organizes, and coordinates 4-H Club 
programs. This role also includes recruiting 4-H members and adult 
leaders, training and organizing adult leaders, coordinating, conducting 
and teaching 4-H short ~erm activities. On the other hand, the youth 
agent describes his role as that of a planner and organizer of local 4-H 
Club programs and as a teacher of 4-H members. 
A study 11 Professional Competencies Essential for Beginning Extension 
Agents in Arizona 11 was completed by Itulya {11) in 1973. Four notable 
categories were surveyed: advising or teaching, public relations-commu-
nication, administration or organization, and facilitating. Data were 
solicited via mailed questionnaires from 43 Agricultural Agents and 31 
Extension Home Economists. Fifty-six out of the sixty competencies 
selected for the study were identified and returned by 72 of the 74 
(94.30%) potential respondents. Data were then tabulated on the basis 
of frequencies observed in rating the scales 1-5 to accomplish three 
objectives: a. to identify those professional competencies essential 
for beginning Agricultural Agents and Extension Home Ec0nomists in 
Arizona, b. to determine the relationship between the professional 
competencies identified as essential for Extension Home Economists in 
Arizona, and c, to determine the relationship between the length of 
service the Extension Agents had been working and the observed 
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frequencies per rating scale. 
In category one (advising or teaching knowledge, skills, and tech-
niques), sixteen of the eighteen competencies listed were determined to 
be essential for success of beginning agents. In category two, public 
relations involving communication skills and techniques, all the fourteen 
competencies shown here were considered to be essential for success of 
beginning agents, In category three, which included administration or 
organization, all the thirteen competencies in this area were recorded 
as essential for beginning extension agents. Also, all the fifteen 
competencies in the fourth category~ facilitating, i.e., program planning 
and evaluation knowledge, skills and techniques - were reported as 
essential for beginning extension agents. 
Price {24) in 1959 did a study on Analysis of Educational Needs of 
Kansas Extension Agents" He presented four statements in his ma i1 ed 
questionnaire to indicate which one the respondents felt to be closest 
to their concept of their professional role. 
These statements were: 
1. A professional agriculturist, or home economist, available 
to provide information to adult and youth in the county. 
2, A professional agriculturist, or home economist, providing 
service to the people of the county. 
3. A profes,sional educator developing educational programs 
with people to effect behavior changes in the people of 
the county. 
4. A professional organizer of educational activities for 
the people of the county (p. 37). 
Respondents interpreted stat~ments one, two and four to be more 
service and less educational in nature. Agents who indicated statement 
number 3 to be their choice were considered as the group who saw their 
role as being more educational and less service in nature. The findings 
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from this question show that 71 percent of the county agents indicated 
that they consider their role to be primarily that of an educatoro 
In 1956, Johnson (12) conducted a study "Participation in and 
Attitudes Towards Out-of-County Meetings by Wisconsin Extension Agentso" 
The mailed questionnaire survey of all county personnel revealed the 
need for thorough investigation of all aspects of Extension Agents' work 
as a' basis for further policy decisionso The aspects of Extension Agents' 
work reported were: 
l, Training meetings and Extension conferences relating 
directly to their Extension program were the most valued 
by agents of all types of out-of-county events, 
.2. When policy matters were discussed, agents preferred 
having the same agenda and speakers at all district 
meetingso 
3. More subject-matter training conferences were desired 
by over two-thirds of the men and nearly half of the 
women agents. 
4. Most agents preferred their district leaders be 
responsible for calling both general district confer-
ences and subject-matter conferences (pp. 18-19). 
A study undertaken by VandeBerg (36) was completed in 1957. Mailed 
questionnaires were sent to all of the county extension workers in 
Wisconsin with a 72 percent rate of returno It was found that there 
was need for an improved system of extension personnel recruitment. 
Secondly, respondents indicated that newly employed agents should re-
ceive frequent visits from their supervisors. Thirdly, in-service 
training programs are necessary to maintain and improve the effective-
ness of extension work. Moreover, program building should receive 
major attention in in-service training activities. Other important 
areas included improved personnel relations and better project planning 
techniques. 
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Further factors which seem to apply to all extension agents and 
could be considered as a means of improving their administrative roles 
are: 
L Development of 4-H agent recruitment programs that 
would recruit personnel into the Extension organization 
and make them more enthusiastic in doing 4-H Club work. 
2, Personnel orientation of job structure before appoint-
ment is taken. 
3, Emphasis laid on indoctrination, orientation and on-
the~job training of 4-H Agents in his first year of 
employment wi 11 help overcome the frustration of the 
multiplicity of tasks connected with the job" 
4. The 4-H Agents need to be supported in working a concrete 
task formula that could increase job satisfaction, 
5. The 4-H Agents should be familiar with job advancement 
and the policy governing the evaluation of their job 
( 36' p. 27). 
Erwin (8) conducted a study to investigate some determinants and 
effects that relate to the degree of involvement of the county staff 
members by the county extension chairman in decision-making. Seventy-
nine county Extension chairmen and 419 county staff members who had 
been appointed to the position in the county for at least one year were 
included ih th~ p6~ulation. They were asked to examine various aspects 
of staff relations, job performance, and satisfaction a~sociated with 
the leadership role of the County Extension Chainnan. Perceived level 
of involvement was highest among agents in counties with small staff 
size·s; followed by youngest and oldest staff members, and agents who 
' 
rated chairmen highest in interpersonal skills. Moreover, perceived 
involVement was associated with the level of job satisfaction and 
performance of county staff members, but was not significantly associ-
ated with the level of career satisfaction, 
Leidheiser (17) studied Ohio Cooperative Extension Service via 
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questionnaire with 24 of the 25 area extension agents. The intent of 
the study was to investigate the number and kind of area extension 
program development committees currently organized or used by the agents, 
the number of committees planned for future use, the structure and 
functions of the committees, how agents were using these committees, 
and reasons for use or nonuse; the following were the findings: 
a. agents are using or planning to use committees for 
program developments; 
b. agents look to committees for most help in identifying 
problems and determining broad objectives; 
c. they consider committees somewhat helpful in program 
evaluation and least helpful in implementation; 
d. they see influential agricultural producers and 
representatives as active committee members along 
with selected agents; 
e, most favor using county extension agents on committees 
and feel strongly that coordination and liaison with 
county programs is extremely important; and 
f. agents favor geographical distribution of committee 
members throughout the area served while limiting 
committee size to about 15 members. One,major 
suggestion was for detailed in-service training in 
ways of working effectively with committees (pp. 3-16)~ 
Kiesow (14) of Oregon State University summarized Boyce's report -
11 Role Model for the Paraprofessional Youth Worker in the Extension 
Service. 11 His objective was to identify an ideal role model with a 
limited number of youth agents and volunteers. Role theory provided 
the conceptual frame of reference. Program assistance, a new position 
which occupies an intermediate position between volunteer and youth 
agent requires adjustments in the organization. Five functional 
categories -- maintenance, needs, planning, execution and evaluation 
were identified and defined with a representative sample of critical 
role tasks delineated in each. 
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Summary 
The role of the 4-H Agent has undergone a change in recent years 
both in Oklahoma and elsewhere. Most who have done similar studies on 
4-H work agreed that an extensive study is necessary in order to deter-
mine the tasks r~quired of the 4-H Agent to efficiently and effectively 
perform his duties. 
It was also found that the roles of 4-H Agents have not yet been 
fully or clearly defined. Various Extension workers have different 
opinions about th~ 4-H Agent 1 s role. Most writers of these studies 
indicated that the role of the 4-H Agent should be reassessed and 
clearly defined now. Besides, many writers agreed that the 4~H Agents• 
tasks should be determined and incorporated into an effective training 
program of the 4-H Agents. 
Finally, in the author's opinion, there is a definite need to 
present new programs, use leaders (the agents) effectively, and train 
them adequately so they can efficiently perform their duties. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND CONDUCT OF TH~ STUDY 
The central purpose and specific objectives of the study, described 
in Chapter I, dictated the design and conduct of the study. In order 
to collect and analyze data pertaining to the purpose and objectives of 
the study, it was necessary to accomplish the following tasks: 
l, Determine the population for the study. 
2. Develop an instrument for data collection. 
3. Develop a procedure for data collection. 
4, Determine methods of data analysis 
Selection of the Population 
This investigation was conducted on the premise that the most 
suitable and economic means of obtaining detailed information about the 
nature of duties of the Extension Agents, 4-H was to mail questionnaires 
to these agents and their County Extension Directors. 
The selection of respondents was achieved through consultation 
with the Extel!sfon Coordinator of Personnel Development in Oklahoma and 
the State 4-H Youth Development Staff at Oklahoma State University. In 
Oklahoma, there are 36 Extension Agents, 4-H and 77 County Extension 
Uirectors. The sparsely populated counties and those that lack finance 
cannot afford an Extension Agent, 4-H. It was determined that all the 
36 4-H agents and their County Extension, Directors should be surveyed. 
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Figure 1. Counties Included in the Study 
Figure l shows the counties represented in the study. 
Extension Agents, 4-H and their County Extension Directors selected 
in the sample represent a cross section of Oklahoma with respect to geo-
graphical location and economic position. Metropolitan counties are 
represented as well as some of those ranking very low in population. 
Development of the Instrument 
During the planning stage of the study, it was decided that a 
mailed questionnaire would be used to gather data for the. study. During 
a review of literature, the investigator constantly searched and eval-
uated various instruments which had been previously used to collect 
similar data. From this search~ and from analyzing the· needs of the 
study, ideas for the developmentof·the'instrumentswere solidified. 
Two data•eoll ectien iristrumen-i!S'' were neces·sary- to' obtain i nfor-
mation relative to the purpose and specif·ic object-ives of the study. 
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·one instrument was· developed'·'am:I· adminlste'red to the job holders, 
i.e. the Extension Agents, 4-H. This was to seek the perceptions of the 
4-H Agents• concerning their preseA"t"··as we•ll·as··des"ired task involvement 
in perform·i ng their duties·. lhe see·ond i·nstrument·was administered to 
·the County Dir:ectors· of'·4 ... H •Ag·ents··sul'iciting,the:i·r·ima~es about the 
p·resent and desired· task i1wolveme11t of• "l:nei·r 4-H··'Ag·ents". ·Instruments 
developed by the ©trio Bta:te Unive1rs1ii;y~Rese·a·rch· and Development Seri es 
No. 91 -- Procedures for Co·nstruciting a·Frd·· Us•ing Ta'sk Inventories ( 31); 
·Brown and his Associates (3); a•nd· Tf'ent· (33) were useful guides for 
constructing the questionnaires· used in both i'nstruments. 
The organization used in draft,i•ng the· i'nstrument· by· the researcher 
was qui'te simHar to that of Cheatham of M4ssiss:ip·pi State University. 
· ·ln fact, about sixty of the ·items used' in the instrument of this study 
came directly from Cheatham 1s instrument. ,However, Cheatham 1 s study 
used a· different popul atien and asked ·for a· different rating, 
The first step taken was to 1 ist the tasks which were possibly 
necessary for success o:f an Extension· 4.;..H Youth· Program. About 200 
task statements were i'dent-i·fi"ed and·listed·by the researcher. The Ohio 
State Untversity Research and Deve·lopment Series· No,.··91 -- Procedures 
fo-r Constructing and Using "fas·k Invenierie's (31) remarks that a task 
i nventury should con ta in' at least 200 and not more than 600 task 
statements. The maximum length is roughly determined by the number of 
tasks workers can be expected to respond to ona voluntary basis. 
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Generally, you cannot expeet a worker· te sf:rend· 'Over one hou·r of his time 
compieting'ene inventory. 
A study by Reus·s {26') fem1d"'out,,,tha't'+the""l:i·i,ghe-~''·the·+ntel 1 i gence 
· · of· the questionna·'ire reci'])i'ent-,' 1th-e·'·mere'· like-ly he'· i's .. to return the 
questi onna1 re, therefore, wo,rker~F"·i n·· ~-10bs ·requiring higher verba 1 
aptitudes can b·e expected ta· complete··and·re'turnlonge-r·task inventories 
than workers- ·in lower leve·T ·oe'eupa't'i'<>ns that·reqtJire very .. little verbal 
aptitud-e. · Howeve·r,· if task statements' a:re ·con·strueteu' with 1 ess than 
·minimum task statements, the'·' statement may be'· so .. general· that they yield 
· l itt'le inf'0rmation about speci,fie' johs. · If· :on t·he other hand, the 
· statements are too leng, it,·pro·ba·bly"·i"n&htdes tmnee-essary details. 
Consideration· of these' and· 10ther''re·l;a,te'CI'· problems allowed the 
·investigator to scrutinize· the ident·ified statements.· ·At this time, it 
· became apparent that the·'ta'sks" should be C'lassi'fied~ ·into separate cate-
gori'es for· the puri:iose of organi1,za·tfe·fl ·a-nd· cont'inui ty. ·· · Twelve categories 
were adopted 'from various areas· of Exte·rl's;:i'&n ¥euth work and were defined 
· · in order that proper placement' of tasks"ceuld be achieved. After 200 
statem'ents were p 1 aced ·i;n proper· categories,, it was then' refined with 
·the researcher1 s advisor and 18'6 'i·ndividu•a·l statements made up the first 
draft of the· questionnaire. 
The next step was to determ-i'ne what data-should· be requested 
· regardi'ng indi V'i dua 1 statements·.· "It Wa'S" decided· that· the instrument 
would· cons-·i st o'f two parts.···· Part· one wa,s desi·gned to' determine the 
degree ·of present involvement of each, tas·k ·for the successful operation 
of the County 4-H program. A five-point, Likert-tyi:ie rating scale was 
utiHzed consisting of 11 1- none or no invelvement, 11 11 2 - little, 11 11 3 -
some, 11 11 4 - much, 11 11 5 - very much. 11 The abso~ ute va 1 ues to be 
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considered· in eva'l uath1g eachscale'"Was· a•l•so'de·te-m·i'ned to include: 
1.00 - l.49 for 11none, 11 1.50 - 2.4·9 fe·r t1little,u 2-~so .. 3,49 for 11 some, 11 
·3.50 - 4.49 fer 0muc·h,tt and 4.50 - 5'.49 ft:tr Kvery·much; 11 ·Part two would 
·identify ·the am0unt'·o·f.involvement:·~'t:he•,a9·ent'·fel't he should have in the 
task.· This part had' th'e:· s•ame• rat1·ng'·'Sca··1'e a's· p·art one. 
The next step invol ved··anadcl·i"Men of'ac hi'ograpM·cal ··data section 
·· and ·instructi·ons' for •the' com-p'letic:m7 E>f'·'the" •quest'i·onnaire, Once this 
task had been accomplish·ed, the' f"i'rst· dra·f·t of·the· questionnaire was 
comp·l eted. 
A copy of the first draft ef' the ·instrument was· given to each 
member of the Sta•te Youth Deve'lopment Sta'ff who served as the jurors. 
They were asked te examine' the questionna·ire· and rate each i tern accord-
. ing to its re·levance te·the·'4""H Agent 1s tas·k. ·They were also asked to 
· · offer• suggesti ans and comments that wou·ld· he'l p to improve· the instrument. 
· The researcher was· th~m adv·i•se'CI to· allow· a· week· for· the study of 
these i·tems. ·At the exp4rat·i·o·A··.of1·ene··we•ek';·• the· -researcher met· with the 
State 4..;H .Youth Development Staffto'c&llect,theinstruments and to dis-
cus's the·i r s,uggestions and comments. 
It was later decided' to tabulate the' jurors 1 ratings in order to 
f:ind out· wh·ich items would, be '9'1'iwiAa'ted· .. a:nd wh·ich enes would be 
included' hr the pre-test. · The a•r>ithmeti-c average· appreach was used in 
the' tabulationo ·Based· on the meaffof J.5 or above, 100 items were 
·found necessary· by the jurors to be ineluded'in each· of the instruments. 
With the help of his advisl3r·,- the researcher employed a 1 face 
va·Hdity 1 approach by gD'ing·ever ·the tabulatio·ns. The reasons for this 
were to· find out if some items· were duplicated and· if some pertinent 
items had been omitted, A·fter that, o·ne hundred statements, arranged 
into nine categories (as sugges·ted by the jurors)· were re-typed with 
further amendments included. 
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Before putting the duty and· task statement·s· ·into a formal printed 
questionnaire, it was considered-'a'·'good idea"te:try them out on a few 
job ho 1 ders. A draft form of the ques:ttermaire was adequate for this 
purpose. The goal here was ·to obta,in· some first hand feedback from job 
holders about the communicabi l::.f'ty• of the ·statements. 
To do this, the re·seareher sought the exper'ltise of the State 4-H 
Youth Development Staff· who gave· him'' the·· names·a·nd··add·resses of the 
District 4-'H Ag·ents ·in OklahoHTa't:ha"t"he'lped'·re"fi'ne these· statements. 
These 5 District 4-H Agents were, hopef1~Fl"ly, ·re·pre·s·entative of the ful 1 
··range of the Jeb holders·wtrer·weuld·'e'V'en1ma•lcly ·a·r:i·swert'he questionnaire. 
Each ··individual was asked' to·.rea·a'·"ea1c·h',·stateme•fl'E' and tn" eomment on any 
statement that appeared .confusing• to .. hi•flh· The amount of time the res-
.. · pendent fe·l t would take to· ·answer ea'CTI' q·ue'Sti onna·i re· was asked to be 
s ti-pt.fl a ted . 
A letter which accompaFlied ·this ···i·.nstrument was,wri tten by the State 
4~H' Staff so· that the instrumentrttight0 ga1in:the reco§nition of the 
· D'is tri ot' '4-H Age·nts. · It was stated· in" the ·1 etter that the instrument 
would be collected from the respondents in the District 4-H Agents 1 
·meeting to he held at Oklahoma State· Un9v'ersity on May 7, 1976. A copy 
·of the letter is included in Appendix B. 
The instrument was collected from·· the 5 Di str·ict 4-H Agents at a 
·meeting held by this group on May 7, 1976., with 100% returns for tabu-
latien. Also, all· comments and suggestions .. given by them were noted for 
·a·ctiono It was finally de·termined tha't 8'1 +terns· S'houh.I be included in 
· the instrument; these mainly in the· main categories as recommended by 
~o 
the"jurors. 
On the same· day·, the researcher·" and· M'S' atlv4,sor wi tfr the permission 
·· '·af' the State 4:.;H . .Youth Deve•lopment Ste::ff• ·exvla'i'ned-the· importance and 
· the need'· uf" the' study to the tf';..H• Agen<Es· 'iTl ·thei>r· conference room at · 
Oklahoma' 5t·ate: Univers·ity, · A·• S'amp·l·e'Elf:·"the···i•1 :rstr11ment· prepared in a 
· transparency• was shown to,. the 4'-H Agents in order· to familiarize the 
·respondents with-what ·'they· wo1:.1.,ld0 s'ee ·arid• hevr '°i't·woul d be fi 11 ed. 
· The• questi onnai·res were ma'i'l-ed·--eut en"Ma·.r 14, 1976, .. to each of the 
· 36 Extension 4-H Agents and thei•rc Ceuflty·"Extensi·o-n"D .. irectors in the 
State· of Oklahoma, Two· cover." letters-, eep·ies ofwhtch .. can be found in 
Appe•nd•i'x B addressed· to the 4'-H·A'gents -and ·t'he· secend to the County 
Extension Di rectors~· were·- attached• •:bo•>•t'h'&- inStt'rumeA•ts.·• The 1 etters had 
· · · ·a·. personal ·caption of I•·NEED YQ\JR HELP.,- 'Fhe si·gnatures of the author 1 s 
· · adv-iser,~·the· Assis'tant Directe'r· of EKtenshm· 4·-H and Special Projects 
and the· auther were included. 
It is believed that a' persona·l· totJeh' in the·.-letter of transmit ta 1 
·is qu"ite' effective in· brfogi·ng iff'.returns-.·· ·Therefore, the cover letters 
stres·sed .. the importance of the'··re'sponderr&s"'' ·l''ffP'Uts ·into the study and 
the· importance of the study:, Linksy (1'8) remarked that this would 
· ··. i nduee a· response. - The 4'-H k§ent··was·' as·k-ee·' to·'rate· items .. according to 
the t~·me·0 he is spem:M n§ on thes·e-,·t·as'ks now .. and flow' much·• time he fee 1 s 
he· should· be spending. Likewise, the:Ce•unty Extension Director was 
· asked to· rate each item accorEl·i·n§ te the time· the· 4-H- Agent(s) under 
him spends on these· tasks and how· much time he feels he {4-H Agent) 
· ·• should be spending. A self'-addressed, -stamped enve-1 ope was enc 1 osed in 
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order to speed up and encourage their response. Respondents were asked 
to return the ques ti omia ire on or before May 21, 1976, if possible. 
When the stipulated· date was expired·," only 47,·&f the 72 returns 
were received. A second letter, including a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope (in case the first was misplaced) was ma-iled to those who had 
not returned theirs as of this date. A copy of this letter can be found 
in Appendix B. Two weeks·' Were aHowed for the' re0s·pondents to return 
their questionnaire, though this was-not mentioned in the· letter included. 
At the end' of the second week, seveffte'eR more· returns were co 11 ect-
ed. Of these seventeen, sixteen were~usable while one was unusable. An 
attempt was made to call the remaining respondents on the· telephone and 
through this means, -,one· more'''r-ett::N:?fl"Was-- received. 
The 65 completed and returned questionnaires constituted 90.27 
percent of the 72 selected 4,;..H Agents and Cmmty Extension Directors 
that represent the 77 counties of the State of Oklahoma. 
A description of the statfaticalmedels· employed-··in the analysis 
would aid in understandingthe·i'nterpretationofthedata'of this study. 
Descriptive stati S'ti cs _;.. fre·quency count a·nd percentages were 
utilized to present the demographic data. 
To determine statistically, through a model, the difference between 
the two· groups, the 11 t 11 test was employed-. This test allowed for 
variability of sample size, mean differeflce and a related sample group. 
Kerlinger (13) remarked that unless there is evidence to believe 
that populations are rather se·ri ously nan-normal and- that variances are 
heterogeneous, it is usually unwise to use a non-parametric statistical 
test in lieu of parametric ones. 
According to Popham· (23), when··-the' numerical·values of the mean 
response for two response groups ind:h:ated the category of response 
(such as none or average), but the numerical responses were at the 
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opposite extremes of the category scale, a 11t 11 test· was conducted on the 
two numerical values. ·The 11 t 11 test was used to dete'nnine if there was 
a significant statistical difference between the two mean· responses, An 
indication of such statisth:al signifi·cant differences at the appropriate 
significant level was made on the tab~e as necessary. 
The formula for the 11 t 11 ·test Hsed is presented below. 
t = 
Where: 
t = the value by which the statistical significance of the mean 
difference will be judged. 
X1= the mean of group 1. 
X2= the mean of group 2. 
s2= 
1 the variance of group L 
52-2- the variance of group 2. 
N1= the number of subjects in group 1. 
N2= the number of subjects in group 2. 
To test the hypotheses, the caleulated value of 11 t 11 was compared to 
the table value to·· determine the·· si gni fi ca nee 1 evel o·f observed differ-
ences. If the calculated value was e~ual to or greater than the table 
value, the null hypothesis would ~e rejected~ On the other hand, if 
the calculated value was less than the table value~ the hypothesis would 
be accepted and be computed that any differem;e was· due to chance. 
Another alternative of stating' the ftmctioning' of' the 11 t 11 test is 
to assert· that through its-- usey we· test the'·r1u11-hypothesis that two 
group means are'·not significantly d'ifferent-; tha-t' is,· the· means are so 
· simi 1 ar that the sample groups' can be· cons·idered to' have been drawn from 
the same population (35). The significance test was made at the .05 
·level. 
Rejecting· the nul 1-hypothes·is a-llows··the"'inference· that there is a 
relationship between the' percept-ions of Extension Agents,' 4-H relative 
to· their job and·· task performance and'· that o'f their County Extension 
Directors. The analysis of· the'11 t 11 test'was calculated by hand due to 
· the 1 ack of a program to· calculate this· b·etween the' groups of related 
data. However, the 11 P 1 test calcula'tion was done by the computer 
between the groups of independent data"," ··· The .. SAS-· ( Stati s ti ca 1 Ana 1 ys is 
System) program package was used' to computerize the research. 
Hypotheses 
Because this study was des·igned'·'tO'compa·re differences of present 
·and desired task involvements of 4.;..H•Ag·e1nts'··as' perce·ived' by themselves 
and their County Extension Directors, the· followlng null-hypotheses were 
developed: 
L That there would be r:10 signifieant difference observed upon 
comparing the present task 'involvement o·f 4-H Agents as perceived by 
themselves and by their· County Extension Directors. 
2. That there would be·no significant difference·observed upon 
comparing the desired task involvement of 4.;..H Agents· as perceived by 
· themselves and their County Extension Di rectors. 
3. That there- would be· no -sigfli'f'i·caflt d'i·ff·erenee"observed upon 
· · ·c001pari ng· the· present task 'invo·l vement• ·to· the'· destred' 'task involvement 
of the' 4-H Agents. 
4. That there· wou·l d be· flO S'i§nifieant·· difference observed upon 
comparing the· present task involvement to' the· deslred· task involvement 
· ·of the· 4-H· A§ent as perceived by th'e-ir· Co·t::mty Extension Directors. 
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CHAPTER IV 
f>Rt.SElffATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introductio,n 
As was discussed in the previous chapter, the intent of this study 
was to determine and rati!t the ,p'r~sent and d~sired task involvement of 
the Extension Agents, 4 .. _H a-cc<1rdin9 to time spent on his tasks as per-
ceived by thernselves ~t-tld by their County Directors. To achieve this 
voa 1, a survey of the Jobho 1'ders ( 4 .. 11 Ag.E"Hlts) was conducted through an 
opinionnaire, their responses are l5ummarized in this chapter. 
ln the analysis of data, th~ Q:egr~es of' f.fil'vo1vement were assigned 
numerica1 values s.o as to pe·rtnit statistical treatl'flent. To provide 
clarity 'fn the pre.Setltation of findings of this analysis, the mean 
response to each tas.k re·gar~hig, pr,esent and desired invoh1,ement of the 
two groups and the combination ~f bath we,ra 1p:resiented in n:umerica l form. 
Moreover~ the scale of involveme,nt was stated in the' following manner: 
Very Much, Much,. Same, littte, l~'Ofllrtt {no. ;,~,volv:ement.). 
To determine the: aMra,ge res flHi>tise, a r<inge <:>f abso lw,te values was 
establ 'hh:ed for each d;erfreie Q:f itlV11(}lv~ont. In as much at;. there were 




4.50 - 5.00 
3.50 • 4.49 
2.50 - 3.49 
1.50 - 2.49 
1. 00 - 1.49 







Also included in the findings of this study were sel@cted comments 
from each group of respondents c&ncern'h'11 t~sks whi.cn ap,peared on the 
instruments or which were .pe.rtinent to the Extension Agents, 4·H, 
The population of tMs sttdy was ·c:.omprh~d ~f ttfirty .. six Extension 
Agents, 4-H and thi rty..,shc CClln·\.V iJtension Otr,ectu1:11·s tn th! State of 
Oklahoma: Of the 77 t~:nt:h~s .hi: 0Rlahoma,. ·OlllJt thictS:t\ .that did nothave 
an Extension Agent~ 4-H were exemp;ted from t:h~ siAt4Ji¥. 
A total of 72 ciuesitionn(a:tres M~"'re maH~d out arnd ~$ replies were 
received. This re1»rese.nted 11 to~ 21 pl!l'n;e111t r.at.~ ~f ·r,tuirn. The 65 
questionnaires which were ret~it!'\rt.tid were later .dt'e(~ed f.o•r completeness 
and accuracy by the researcher. Even among the r.et.ur.ned questionnaires, 
not a 11 the respond.ents answ,ered a l1 the qure$ti:oi;s. on the survey instru-
ments. Therefore, 62 or S6. H percent qf the returns wel".e found usable. 
Table I indicates the summary Qf the r~~nd.ents tn t.~ -t.tie"'Sti()tu1aire. 
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TABLE l 
RESPONSE TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Extension County Extension Percent 
Agents, 4-H Directors of All 
Respondents in 
No. % No. % the survey 
Questionnaires 
sent out 36 100.0 36 100.0 100.00 
Total Returns 33 91.6 32 88.8 90.30 
Unusable l 2.8 2 5.6 4.20 
i.Jsable 32 88.9 30 83.3 86. l 0 
Findings of the Study 
The rest of this chapter is focused on the presentation and analy-
sis of the data collected relative to degree of present and desired 
involvement of the Extension Agents, 4-H in various tasks as perceived 
by themselves and their County Directors. 
Background Information · 
The first part of the analysis is the background information concern-
ing the respondents. Twenty-three of the thirty-two respondents in the 
agents' groups were presently married, while the remaining nine were 
single (unmarried). Their names and locations in which they worked are 
shown in Appendix A. 
It was also found that 25 of this group have been working in their 
present location from 0-5 years; 4 from 6-10 years; none from 11-20 years 
and two of them for 21 years or above. Their number of years in the 
Extension Service also ranged from 0-5 years for 25 respondents; 6-10 
years for 6; 11-20 years for none; and 21 years or more for 2. 
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It was found that the respondents majored in Agricultural Economics, 
l; Agricultural Education, 8; Animal Science, 18; Others (Agri-business, 
Rural Sociology), 5. While 21 of them had their Bachelors degree, 11 
had their Masters degree. 
The County Extension Directors were all married and working in the 
State of Oklahoma with their locations indicated in Appendix A. It was 
found that 15 of the County Extension Directors had been working in 
their present location from 0-5 years; 5 from 6-10 years; 6 from 11-20 
years and 4 from 21 years or above. In contrast to the present location 
data, 4 of this group (County Extension Directors) had been working for 
the Extension Service from 0-5 years; 4 of them from 6-10 years; 7 from 
11-20 years and 15 from 21 years or above. There were 8 in Agricultural 
Education as majors, 10 majored in Agronomy, 12 in Animal Science, and 
none in other agricultural related majors (Forestry, Agricultural Econo-
mics, Biochemistry, Entomology, Horticulture, Agricultura 1 Engineering), 
In the County Extension Directors' group, 6 of them had a Bachelors 
degree and 24 of them had their Masters degree. 
In order to be more explicit in the presentation of this study, 
three types of tables were developed, including responses from both 
groups of respondents. Each table in the first set (Tables II - X), 
inc1uded tasks in one of the nine divisions or categories -- Program 
Planning, Program Execution, Staffing, Teaching, Communications, Evalu-
ation, Community Development, Administration, and Professional Improve-
ment. Each table includes the mean response and category of involvement 
for each task as perceived by each group -- the 4-H Agents and the 
County Extension Directors. 
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The second type (Table XI) indicated a comparison of 4-H Agents 
versus County Extension Directors• perceptions of 4-H Agents' present 
and desired task involvement. The table showed a calculated f-value and 
with an astirisk (*) indicating those tasks in which the difference 
between Agents 1 and Directors' perceptions of the degree of involvement 
were significant. 
The tMro typ,e {Table XII), compared the present task involvement 
versus d,esired task involvement with 4•H Agents• and County Extension 
Uirectors' perceptions combined. A correlated t-test was utilized to 
<:<mp.•~ present to ctesfred 1p,e:rceptions. Asterisks were used to indicate 
those tasks tn which the di.ffe·ren<:es in the de,grees of involvement were 
sig:niflctw:it. Those tasks thtat were indicated as havin-9 significant 
differ,.rices betwe.en present and desired levels of involvement at the ,05 
level lire expr'(!ssin;g disse.thfactior:r with the pr:e'sent sit~ation or the 
present level of involvement. This table was also us.ed to determine the 
PT'io·r'ft,y tadts witftiflt ca\:"orifs $S i:d4fltifled 01 h:19hest desired mean 
scor~s by the conrbit11e:d: 9ro~ps. 
T~le U imd.'fcatt?$ tf!l.e· 1!11eaf\ respa.ttses &n~ eatie·911¥'ies of Ex tens ton 
Ag:~nts, 4' .. H an<J :t~'tr Cottr:tty ixtensio·rt Dtrectors! fl~rcepttans as to the 
dagre•e of Jl>r•S$Rt in~l\lewnt af t.he ft;;,flmer,, hi prGg\ram planning. The 
4 .. 14 A9ents felt th&it their p-r~·s.eAt involveme~t ¥'·iUlje'1l fr.om ''s.omQ" (2.5~· 
3.37) on S (r)f the a tasks t{> ""rm.tch•1 (3.§Q ... 41.0S) on 3 o.f the tasks. 
Similarly, their d.eisif\e<f iRv•olva~nt '~.d a rating from "some" (3.25-
TABLE II 
MEAN RESPONSES AND CATEGORIES OF EXTENSION AGENTS', 4-H AND COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS' 
PERCEPTIONS AS TO DEGREE OF PRESENT AND DESIRED INVOLVEMENT OF 
EXTENSION AGENTS, 4-H IN PROGRAM PLANNING 
EXTENSION AGENTS, 4-H COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 
Categor~ A - Program Planning - PRESENT DESIRED !?RESENT DESIRED 
Uesigning educational experiences based Mean · Mean Mean Mean 
on the needs, interests, and problems Res- ·cate- Res- Cate- t- Res- Cate- Res- Cate-
of youth. ponse gory ponse gory Va 1 ue ponse gory ponse gory 
Identify areas of 4-H youth program 
in which co-workers can cooperate. 3.00 Some 3.37 Some 3.48* 3. 10 Some 3.26 Some 
Organize and use a 4-H program plan-
ning advisory committee. 3.50 Much 3.75 Much 1. 76 3.50 Much 3.66 Much 
Involve local volunteer 4-H leaders 
in planning the county 4-H program. 4.03 Much 4.37 Much 2.47* 3.80 Much. 4.03 Much 
Plan various educational programs 
based on needs of youth. 3.71 Much 4.28 Much 4. 19* 3.43 Some 3.83 Much 
Develop a written plan of work to 
follow in carrying out a balanced 4-H 
program. 3.37 Some 3.46 Some 0.57 3.33 Some 3.46 Some 
Determine the activities that relate 
specifically to the interest of older 











Uetemine the past and present 4 ... n 
situaUon. 
Assemit le afiti organ i z.-e l"es:aur.ces f:e-r 
the e~utio1,1 of the anilua l }l'r~ram. 
* ft < .OS. 
TMLE II (Con• t) 
EXT£N>SION ASENTS, 4-H 








COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 
P.RESENT . DESIR£!) 
Mean Mean 
t~ Res- Cate- Res- Cate-
Va lue ponse gory ponse gory 
t-
Va l ue 
2.59 Snme 3.25 SGme 4.71* 2.86 Some 3.30 Some 3.26* 
3.25 S01t1e 3.68 Much 2.70* 3.13 Some 3.43 SQIT!e 3.34* 
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3.46}, to 11 much 11 (3.68-4.37} levels on the same tasks except #6 and #8, 
which they felt should change from 11 some 11 to 11 much 11 involvement. 
The County Extension Directors had 6 tasks rated 11 some 11 (2.86-3.43) 
on present involvement in contrast to 5 tasks rated by the agents. Only 
two tasks had 11 much 11 (3.50-3.80} ratings under present involvement. 
The tasks were: "Organize and use 4-H program planning advisory commit-
tee,11 and ''Involve local volunteer 4-H leaders in pJanning the county 
4-H program." The same tasks were rated in the 11 much 11 category in pre-
sent and desired involvement by the agents. The County Extension Direc-
tors' perceptions of the agents' desired involvement was evenly divided 
between 11 some 11 (3.26-3.46} and 11 much 11 (3.53-4.03) categories. 
In the 4-H Agents' group, two of the 8 tasks displayed nonsignifi-
cant differences between present and desired involvement at the .05 level 
as a result of the paired t-tests. These tasks were as follows: "Organ-
ize and use a 4-H program planning advisory committee," t = 1.76; and 
11 Develop a written plan of work to follow in carrying out a balanced 
4-H program," t = 0.57. 
In contrast, the County Extension Directors had 4 nonsignificant 
task differences as a result of the paired t-tests. These tasks were: 
"Identify areas of 4-H youth program in which co-workers can cooperate, 11 
t = 1. 30; 110rganize and use a 4-H program planning advisory committee, 11 
t = 1.72; "Involve local volunteer 4-H leaders in planning the county 
4-H programs, 11 t = 1.56; and "Develop a written plan of work to follow 
in carrying out a balanced 4-H program, 11 t = 1.07. 
Program Execution 
Table III shows that the Extension Agents, 4-H placed one task tn 
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the present iAYO·lvement t{>lwmn in the lO'WEH" rating of 0 1ittl$'11 (2.40) ..... 
'*Esta .. fl)lis·n· 11nd· maif!lita'hl a:a 01ffiC:·'t rref.ertncf: lUlra.,ry. r~ Three .Q!f tne tasks 
in the &~ 1CGh.tll\lm wt;l'"e plac1ed ~- 11it1at" · 1(3.•i .. 43) ca-.fJ/r,y. lh()s.e 
Ufl'dfr ttf:i•1S· C;Ert$.gte>'ry W$"1"''e~ t1PN!S$'llt ed'.4'1Ctt't~l inf:Or.m&'tiO'l'l,u 11Plan and 
carry .~ $fto.,rt t~m 4 ... w e>ctivit1~1•t•;. ~mt '"f$Bow 1 w·it~ 11t1la.\!\ o:f · 
w~rl(". 'ftt.11 ort'he1' two ..... •tttel·:P prov-hi~ llh· O'n"'f'*>i:n9. 4.,,.;ff Club ~-, f.l 
and ~-Sf!.lf)pJy V<ll:hHitee'Y" ·4-4'1 l~it.d.$7.lfS witit S~J,...·t 1'1 tlitd 1111!:uttl~• (S. 7'1 .. J.16} 
rathigs. 
In contr~•t t~ t.M!·$<1" 'r&tt• • '¥'!eM'f.\l' trw1l·wemMt,. tl!leir desiru 
ifl"Volveimm.t. ilwHi tlft'a 1,)'S••·li (!.·tJt ... J.4l) flll•6ttitt9$ ... t l·e tit rest _,., 
plaeed ~.r 1J\t 11~•,.. ·(J..·1$..-4.!~) tate~~y. TM$ i~dicat:~d th@:t ht the 
4.•M A~~,ts• '1fa~tp<ti®t$, tllit 'nwvh.~i:. f:«t M$t .(ll.f th& t&~1k1 sleu'N 
tit& hfffte'"" t,JWD what tt:.11:rt 9itt111w. tbt twe tl\$*t.$ rated tt~9·i i-n 
the f)f"ftitnt h't?f.o-1w~ •·ll"i? aJE;·~ tf!i.tt\eci u~t.f,'1 ttl) tM· d:resi·m<t i&w:i,,e .. 
~t CGlif8 •. 
Ttt1 ttt~t~ts "~ a1·r ·t,M ~s •*" p.re$Mt t!Q'Vol~t ex.tiePt 
..,. tft t8 6'S.~'1 Qi._.WJ'. . ,.. ~ ta,ia~ r':a·td ~tmte'flr" {l· ... 1,fl •s. *'Mel' 
.,,...evi·& afl flm''"t'i"' .,..H Chit» P111'QNm.9 Ttte County Oimct~rs on tM ether 
hand showatt a need for int+etts~d in~~h-eman.t on two ta$h ~ .. P\i'tserrt 
educattoMl inf~tioo"l'I ·&:rtd "i..-111 vol!iiintter' 4 .. K l~~ders with support.n 
~ c.t'fff'"~c,eo. •~:A ,~s·en,t en 4'n·i".4 ittt~lveme'M for all 6 
tet's. in •ts tlbl,e ~r"t s1to1fictftt «t .15 1•"'°1 ,1,s a ~,&,ult •f eomparo-
ti• t•tnts fft the 4~M Ameflts" nrU:qs. 
~$1"11 the ta<S::ks •~re ~¥t'fll'lJ :lf$tirHmtid b~tW<fl.\tn sigmifi"cant .a,mt 
t1H~'fl$tgnifi1t~t i:-n. ttl~ 'C!~t1 t~te·itts.i:f)n :l)i:f'..Ctafs ~ r•ti;~gi. At . 06 \•V41 
ttle'$<t uu:,ks wecre f't>11AM ~t $i9nific.amt.: • .,,., al\ld ~~'-' e\ft $.h('.l'¥'t te·rm 
4 .. w, act+vitits~~ t .;- 0.11; 1*FQ:ll<\lW • writtM pla:~ .sf Wt>f\k/1 t == l.41; 
TABLE I II 
MEAN RESPONSES AND CATEGORIES OF EXTENSION AGENTS, 4-H AND COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS' 
PERCEPTIONS AS TO DEGREE OF PRESENT AND DESIRED INVOLVEMENT OF EXTENSION 
AGENTS, 4-H IN PROGRAM EXECUTION 
EXTENSION AGENTS, 4-H COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 
Categor,l'. B - Program Execution - Use PRESENT DESIRED PRESENT DESIRED 
of resources to provide learning Mean Mean Mean Mean 
experiences. Res- Cate- Res- Cate- t- Res- Cate- Res- Cate-
ponse gory ponse gory Value ponse gory ponse gory 
Present educational information. 3.31 Some 3.65 Much 2.60* 3.40 Some 3.66 Much 
Plan and carry out short term 4~H 
activities, 3.43 Some 3.68 Much 2.27* 3.26 Some 3.36 Some 
Help provide an on-going 4-H club 
program. 3.75 Much 4.03 Much 2.32* 3.56 Much 3.90 Much 
Supply volunteer 4-H leaders with 
support. 3.71 Much 4.28 Much 4. 60* 3.46 Some 4,10 Much 
Follow a written plan of work. 3.06 Some 3.43 Some 3.82* 3.03 Sume 3.20 Some 
Establish and maintain an office 
reference library. 2 An " ';..,; Little 3~09 Some 4.02* 2.80 Some 3.23 Some 










and 11 Present educational information," t = 1.97. 
Staffing 
Table IV is an illustration of the mean responses of Extension 
Agents', 4-H and County Extension Directors' perceptions as to degree of 
present and desired involvement of the 4-H Agents in staffing. The 
staffing program included activities such as recruitment, training, 
supervising professional, paraprofessional, and volunteer staff. In the 
4-H Agents' opinions, 21 of the 27 tasks were rated 11 some 11 (2.59-3.31) 
and five in 11 much 11 (3.50-3.84) categories for present involvement. Only 
one task 11 Teach volunteer 4-H leaders recruitment methods 11 was rated 
11 little 11 (2.43) in present involvement. On the other hand, the desired 
for this task was rated 11 much 11 (3.75). 
The 4-H Agents desired more involvement in most tasks from them-
selves. While 23 of the 27 tasks were rated 11 much 11 (3.56-4.18), and 4 
tasks 11 some 11 (3.12-3.43), they showed a desired increase from 11 some 11 to 
11 much 11 in eighteen cases. 
The County Extension Directors indicated by their mean responses 
that the present involvement of the Agents could be ranged from 11 little 11 
(2.32-2.46):1and 11 some 11 (2.56-3.40) to 11 much 11 (3.63). The two tasks 
rated 11 little 11 on present involvement were: 11 Motivate volunteer 4-H 
leaders to participate in leader training, 2.46; and 11 Teach volunteer 
4-H leaders recruitment methods, 11 2.33. They were rated 11 some 11 , 3.23; 
and 11 much 11 , 3.73 in desired involvement. The only task rated 11 much 11 --
11Establish and maintain good working relationships with volunteer 4-H 
leaders 11 was also rated 11 much 11 (4.06) in desired involvement were desired 
to have 11 much 11 involvement by the County Extension Directors. 
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Only three tasks were found in op,'iniohs of the 4 ... H Agents to have 
nonsignificant differences between the present and desired involvement 
at the .OS level. Those three tasks were: ''Assist volunteer 4-H lead-
ers in seeing the importance of their ro1e, 11 t = 1.31:; 11 Establish and 
maintain good working relationships wit~ volwnteer 4-H leaders,''' t = 0.81 
and 1'1Promote good working relationships with others," t = 1.85. 
In the County Extension 'l:th"ectars I Ofl.f\l0ft$, i: n the 27 tasks except 
one had sig,nificant difference·s bet.ween pres·ent an-d desired involvement. 
The ,nonsig:nifica:nt ta$k w~s "'Del•.eig~te re.sponsibi l i~JI' for various jobs 11 
wi th t = 0. 1'0. 
h1 Tat> le v, the opinions trf :t!!W £xtensi.on Agents, ilJ .. H indicated that 
fo.u'r tasks ware rat~d ''s·o.meff ·(2 .. 95 .. 3, 37) 'IM<tder present involvenuMlt and 
three tasks rated 11-e.h 0 (3 .• 6£) .. 3.. 75}.. Just Q,ne of the. tis:ks _ .. 11 Ha~dle 
prC)gram dis¥>\ij!)ti0fl~ wa.$. rated nsome11 (2.to) in dE!s1ried inv0lv~meAt by_the 
Agents ,am:f us,~n u~:de'r t·he P't~sent ~;ategrary. Al 1' ot.fi.e'rs h&d a rating of 
11 mtl'Ch 11 (S.59.-.3.96} i.n the desired involw,~meot according to their percep-
tions. 
Th~ co.u·mty ixten&iQA, Directo:rs 1 ~rce;~ion·& in ·oath cate·g-ori'es (p·re-
sent and (fea;irEt<if inv.10'lven~nt) wtre q1:dte differ~nt hi r:1ittin9 from that 
of the 4 .. 1:4 Agents. IA e011tra.st to 6· tasks r,ated: fd,s,ome 11 {2 .. 86-J.43) in 
present in:volven'l'ent,. one t~sk w~s rated '''.much"-- ''U$e aiidi<J visual $quip:.. 
ment to iJl'IPf'OV~ iquy.cU·~'Ftn 0:.1'$).. Th& Stm\!i (J.;ts;4;l'arit¥ e·ould be· <:tcbser .. 
. "'..;I • t"' ll"'h. 1"' .i-..•~ 4 "'"'''"-bf·"'"' V"'1:;1 in '":e <ll' .au. ··\,I ~·~ lfl·V'~'.,.""'"''!ll'''·:i;. 
dis.ruptians,'11· and lltJ:evefop a~ ¢1;tr¥y ()'tit met:no:d's ():f ~ivi:fl:g reo;>g:nit.i:oti) 
to 4•W. meiub~rs O'thief' th::lfl atlardsn we:re rat,e:d '1tt;;me11 (3.~ ... 3.46)., while 
TABLE IV 
MEAN RESPONSES AND CATEGORIES OF EXTENSION AGENTS', 4-H AND COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS' 
PERCEPTIONS AS TO DEGREE OF PRESENT AND DESIRED INVOLVEMENT OF EXTENSION 
AGENTS, 4-H IN STAFFING 
EXTENSION AGENTS, 4-H COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 
Category C - Staffing - Recruiting, PRESENT DESIRED PRESENT DESIRED 
training, and supervising profes- Mean Mean Mean Mean 
sional, paraprofessional, and Res- Cate- Res- Cate- t- Re·s- Cate- Res- Cate-
volunteer staff. ponse gory ponse gory Value pons·e gory ponse gory 
Select proper teaching methods in 
training 4-H leaders. 3.06 Some 3.84 Much · 4.68* 2.83 Some 3.40 Some 
Train volunteer 4-H leaders to work 
with parents. 2.62 Some 3.62 Much 6.71* 2.76 Some 3.50 Much 
Involve volunteer 4-H leaders in 
preparing a leader training pro-
gram. 2.81 Some 3.62 Much 5.89* 3.06 Some 3.73 Muc11 
Assist volunteer 4-H leaders in see-
ing the importance of their role. 3.21 Some 3.43 Some l. 31 2.96 Some 3.56 Much 
Identify and use unique skills of 
volunteer 4-H leaders. 3.03 Some 3.68 Much 4.28* 3.06 Some 3.70 Much 
Organize and conduct a volunteer 4-H 
leader training meeting. 3. 12 Some 3.78 Much 3.96* 3.00 Some· 3.66 Much 
Explain personal benefits volunteer 
4-H leaders can expect from their 
leadership roles. 2.56 Some 3. 12 Some 4.44* 2.56 Some 3.20 Some 
Help 4-H volunteer leaders determine 
the purposes and objectives of 
youth activities and events. 3. 18 Some 3.68 Much . 3. 71* 2.86 Some 3.36 Some 
Train and direct volunteer 4-H lead-
ers in organizing and accomplishing 
leadership jobs. 3.06 Some 3.62 Much 
Delegate responsibility for various 
4.44* 3.00 Some 3.80 Much 













0.70 . ....., 
'. 
Reco:gnite and explain the difference 
~tween the vo luTTt·eer 4 .. ri leaders' 
res,:on s ib i lit i,,es and 4 ... 41 A:g:ents ' 
res.p:onsibi 1 i Ue~. 
Promote exchan9e of ideas ,among 
volunteer 4-H leaders. 
Use expertenc.ed volunt.eer 4-H leaders 
to tra1fl new leaders. 
Establish- and maintain good working 
re lationsfii,p:s W'ith vo lurPteer 4-H 
leaders. 
to:nd;Wet recognition activities 
v0lu~t-eeir 4·*'1 let}ftf'S. 
for 
Identify vol ·tmte-er 4 ... w leade'rs 1 
training needs. 
Help vo 1 un teer 4-H leaders identify 
(recognize) their abi Hties and 
TABLE IV {Con 1 t) 




















feel confident to act as 4-H leaders.3. 15 Some 3.84 Much 
Plan exped-ences for volunteer 4-H 
leader development in specific 
project areas. 2.68 Some 3.37 Some 
Help volunteer 4-H leaders recognize 
and solve problems relating to 4-H. 3.21 Some 3,65 Much 
Explain the reasons for involving 
4-H members in leadership roles. 3.31 Some 3.78 Much 
Motivate volunteer 4-H leaders to 
participate in leader training. 2.90 Some 4.00 Much 
Teach volunteer 4-H leaders how to 
participate in leader training. 2.65 Some 3.59 Much 
COUNTY EXTENSION OIR&:CT·ORS 
Mean 
t- Res- Cate-
IJ al ue portse QO'f')' 
2.78* 2.90 Some 
2.55* 2.00 iome 
4.05'* 2.73 Some 
0.81 3.63 Much 
4.7~ $.03 Some 
4.45* 2.13 Some 
4.52* 2.83 Some 
4.52* 2.70 Some 
4.38* 2,96 Some 
3.95* 2.76 Some 
6.66* 2.46 Little 

































Id&ntify and use varieus res.at.tree 
~-eple who hav~ specific skills 
needed in tl'!!e 4-H program. 
Teach volunteer 4..-H leaders recruit .. 
~flt me tko-0.s • 
Promote g-0:6d W(}rking re lattansMps 
W'i tfi others. 
Ident1fy and recruit p'eQpl~ to serve 
as vo luntet!r 4-tt leilde·rs. 
~e.:rvise and suppor"t voluntceer 
4-H leaders. 
* .¥ < .QS. 

















4. 18 Mud1 
4.06 t4uch 
COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 
PRESENT 
Mean 
t... Res- Cate· 
Value µonse gory 
5.13* 3.16 Some 
6.03* 2.:n Little 
1 .8'5 3,. 1~ Some 
3. 40* r.93 Some 




ponse gory Value 
3.7-0 Much 2. 90* 
3.23 Some 6. l 3* 
3. 70 Much 2. 90* 
3.83 Much 5.34* 




MEAN RESPONSES AND CATEGORIES OF EXTENSION AGENTS 1 ,, 4-H AND COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS' 
PERCEPTIONS AS TO DEGREE Of PRESENT AND DESIRED INVOLVEMENT Of 'EXTENSION 
C1.t:E!90f'Y .0 - T~acfli.fil! - Guiding tbe 
te~rnh1g experi~ces of youtil. 
Se1e'ct and use tfl'e proper teaching 
methods and wctm i qu:e 3 • 
Develop and use educational materials 
to meet th~ needs of yo-utb. 
tta,1rdle ,progcram di s rupt ions . 
Oev-e1opmfHlt amt ~,arry out mettlods of 
givi*S rec-O>Qllfitioo to 4-H members 
other ttta11 awards . 
U$e audiovl&u.a 1 equipment to improv~ 
instruction. 
listen to and understand youth an<! 
volunteer 4-H leaders. 
Counsel youth and adults on problems. 
* p < .05. 
AGENTS, ~ff ltl TEACtHIS 
EXTENSION AGENl;S, 4-ll 
DESIR~D. 
M@an Mean 
Re-s... Cate- Res- Cate-
pon$e gory ponse gory 
3. 34 Some 3.68 M'U'ch 
3.51 Much 3. ~l6 Much 
2. 96 Some 2.90 Som:e 
3.21 Some l.75 ~uch 
3.50 Much 3.87 Much 
3.7$ Much 3.96 Mueh 
3.37 Some 3.59 Much 
COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 
PRESENT cfil(SIRED 
Mean Mean 
t- Res .. Cate- Res- Cate-
\,la 1 U:Q pense 9:ClrY ponse gory 
1 .94 3. 16 some 3.63 Much 
4.52:* 3. 13 Some 3.73 Much 
0.40 2.86 Some 3.06 Some 
2.7S* 2.90 Some 3.46 Some 
2.82* 3.50 Much 3.70 Much 
2.03 3.43 Some 3.86 Much 











other rated "much" (3.53-3.86). 
Three tasks were found in the opinions of the 4-H A.gents to contain 
differences in present and desired involvement that were not significant 
at the .05 level. Such tasks were: 11 Select and use proper teaching 
methods and techAiql!l:e$, 11 t == l. 9:4.; ''HaHdle program disruption, 11 t ::: 0.40; 
"Listen to ami understand youth ancl volunteer 4 .. H leaders. 11 
In the County Extens.i on Di rectors' opinions, two tasks were found 
net to be statistka11y sig•nfficant to contain differences in the pre·sent 
.a,,nd desi'rf;l.d involven1 &n't. Those tasks were as. fol lows: "Handle program 
disruptfon, 11 t = 1.8(1 and "Vs~ fi'udio visual eq1;.1Jpment to improve instrvc-
ti·on, 11 t = l. 53. 
Th~· mea""* 1~e'S'f,>J0\A:~es ant!t ·e$:'N;!fOr.ies of .Ext:f!ft$iGr'I A.gen:U~ 4-H and 
C();ynty ffxtemsion Direc~ors' perG~:~tion's a.s to .. ,re~ e.f pw~seR>t and de-
s.ired irtvQ. li•eim:11t o·f EJl{.te:rn.si:Q\ll1 A;.g~ts t: 4 .. H tn c•~~ttie:aUons are shown 
iA Table f L ;C()l;tlm:\J.~i'c:a:t 1:Q;ff} (lrq1r}fr~ltl>S $!.ttaJyz~d here tn( lu~~et: informing 
the staff and' ~:ubHc o·f the ima.g:e:s, cu::conipliShman'ts~ and purposes of the 
{;>rogr.a,rn. .A 11 ,the tasks. w:e,r~ evenly •rat~ betW'eem; t~e '1 Sconr~·tl (2. 93-3. 34) 
and Hmuc!i;}tJ {3.153 .. 3.68) cate,9'0rle•s fm. th@ir µ~sent perceptions by Agents. 
The 4.....:U fll.g,$1nts ·J'.'et'Ceiv:ed tfll.e V:@Y their i m.·11·glvement should be in the 
cQlmnullicat"f0111 l)f''~ra~l'tif 1Hff:e:·tenlf:ly. '.the two ta$'~$ h~Ying ratings of 
''ts.ome" both: fr'~·e'.flt a<lil'1· ®'sJr.er!lt ·~·rt' '1i&tojfttZi aic.ee;pted c\flt!*¥'a l stan ... 
~ards of t 0he p.~ra l publ fo i•lif a ~i~)¢;en are'a. > 0 ·( 3'. 3:1) &llld rt lde:mt if y, artta 1-
yze, and overc.cffa~ undesirabl.~ tom11tn,;01Hy attittrdes. t@wards th~ 4.,.H 11wo ... 
gra:m/' (3.!1). A·n ottter 1ti.1$~ii b~ ,~ d€siref!t ratlq· .()f 'i1Ttuch 11 • 
The C~firty ixtensio·t:'l l);i:r~t.Q¥"$ pHmed ~very ta~k in the 4-H Agents' 
TABLE VI 
MEAN RESPONSES AND CATEGORIES OF EXTENSION AGENTS 1 , 4-H AND COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 1 
PERCEPTIONS AS TO DEGREE OF PRESENT AND DESIRED INVOLVEMENT OF EXTENSION 
AGENTS, 4-H IN COMMUNICATIONS 
EXTENSION AGENTS, 4-H COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 
Category E - Communications - PRESENT DESIRED PRESENT DESIRED 
Informing the staff and public of Mean Mean Mean Mean 
the images, accomplishments, and Res- Cate- Res- Cate- t- Res- Cate- Res- Cate-
purposes of the program. ponse gory ponse gory Value ponse gory ponse gory 
Establish good comnunications among 
members of the Co. Ext. staff. 3.34 Some 3.84 Much 3.71* 3.26 Some 3.90 Much 
Explain 4-H program and Extension 
policies and procedures to vol un-
teer 4-H leaders and the public. 3.28 Some 3.84 Much 4. 19* 3. 13 Some 3.66 Much 
Inform the public of developments 
and accomplishments of the 4-H pro-
gram and individual 4-H members. 3.68 Much 4. 12 Much 3.99* 3.23 Some 3.80 Much 
Write brief, understandable letters. 3.56 Much 3.71 Much 1. 15 3.26 Some 3,76 Much 
Recognize accepted cultural standards 
of the general public in an area. 3.21 Some 3.31 Some 1. 13 3.26 Some 3.43 Some 
Identify, analyze and overcome unde-
sirable comnunity attitudes toward 
the t,-H program. 2.93 Some 3.37 Some 2.94* 3.00 Some 3.63 Much 
Develop and carry out ideas for pro-
~oticn of the 4-H program to 
paTents and community. 3.28 Some 3.96 Much 5.27* 3.00 Some 3.80 Much 
Obtain parental interest, coopera-
t"'.cn, ~nvolvement in 4-H activities.3.53 Much 4.37 Much 5.39* 3.26 Some 3.93 Much 
Explain the objectives and philosophy 
of 4-H to others. 3.56 Much 4.00 Much 3.99* 2.96 Some 3.53 Much 
Inform youth regarding advantages and 
opportunities. 3.56 Much 4.34 Much 5.57* 3.03 Some 3.66 Much 















present involvement under the 11 some 11 {2.~6-3.26) category. Their per-
ception$ as to degree of what the 4 .. w Agents' involv-ement shoul\t be 
d'iffered. however. AH 1rmr task;s, e)(~&fi)'t ome we1r·e rated ''much'' (3, 53· 
3,,',3'). TM onl_y t.tslt ·rtt~d 1•s~IJI ('3.43) W81! l'l~eceg»:i~e a,ccept:ed cul .. 
tlllra 1 s t.anda:rds .of th:e 9'~~:ra 1 p.W.He i'B a ,,,¥,• a¥'e:a ,"t 
T:\flo titS\:$. s:howe4 RO sigf!tifi>tttnt diffe;r~m.¢es. 1m t)'r'"iient a.nd desir~d 
i niso 1veffi$1rlt as see1n by t- a·gtmt$ at the . OS le'I~ 1 as a result of com .. 
p.arative t.;.tt'sts. l~ tasks wert the f&H~ring: ~twrite b!rief, tmder .. 
$ta;ir1dable hrt:ters,M t. ::: 1.15 and w.R'e'!!:~f"he a'CC,e·ptie1d .c.t.t1ttAral standards 
·Gf ttte 9eri$r&l pub lie itt ift givEm: area / 1 t • l. U. 
· In tt\Q optnioos af the C.ourttty EKt~SfOim, Oirectort.11 the S«-' of 
th0:se two tasts also was ri11>t sigt'tif'ic8nt it .05 le~:el. ltth tatt< W61 
*'Re-eo,nize itccepted cultt>J,ra 11 stan:"atds f)f t'Re pu.01 ic in a g'fv.en ar-ea, 11 
t:i; 1.40'. 
ln Ta,bl~ vu, an the tasks were J>a:te4 ... s~~· {2.6·a ... J.43) t>y the 
4 ... tt A~flts .asr~ C~wit't1 !Jrttnsio·n Diree~rt batft for the 4•14 Agents' pn• 
seflit inv·OlV$e\PJt. :llfQWi'V:e'ri t.heir d$$'rre'd invt'Qh'e:tllent perceptions were 
l ikewh:e ttte ~. AO tbt t&st<s. •~ee.p·t Q!Re w&r-e· rated 1n the "muchn 
(3.53, ... 3. t'3) til~'Y· T.te '11nl.>J t&$J( te!ted: "'~ (3. ltll) by tflle County 
ExtensiQ.n Oi~•tQr$ ~, f~~~ 1tt¥fll~~~t fli:& ~.A:$•ii·lt v.elun,t11r- 4-H 
'taft¥-S in the ~$l'*ttJeJt' <tf i:.,~lr p1r•am fw l\\J!$e· in futyre p.la-n<ning.t' 
'f)te a.inly ta:sk tr'l"-d ~llma• (3:.4:U ~1 'U• 4•1 Apltt.$ fo-r ~,:sired in-
'°l'W•e•nt. was ·~1 £v;1 ll)[(at:e <iftl1 l ~·f~f'\111\t!f,tt as Mt lxtemJ:1(t~' 4·11 ¥Guth A9&nt. ri 
Tt\t·r$ ~ $&vj~n1• ~$. ta thii ~le. Ai 1 tilt tat-~ were· 
sig;nifica.mtly dtfferent at t,he .. 0.5 l~vel iR the prese,rrt and d&sired 
TABLE VII 
MEAN RESPONSES AND CATEGORIES Of EXTENSION AGENTS 1 ~ 4-W A1'40 COUNTV EXTENSION DIRECT-ORS 1 
PERCEPTIONS AS TO DEGREE Of PRESENT AND DESI~ED Iffftl.VEN:ENT -OF EXTENSION 
AGENTS, 4:""W IN EVALUATION 
EXTENSION AGENTS~ 4-H 
C9teg:Qry f ... [~lM~ti~ - Coll~.cting, .. P~tSEN;T 
analyzing -~ ffl'ter.J)reting. i~fO'tma- Me·a'fll 
tion to d'eterm1ne ttte strengths arid ~es.. Cate-
weakn:ess~s of a prr:>.g·ram. pons.e gory 
Evaluate aMf$ ~rf0;rfliance as .an 
Ex~ns i~~ 4-H Y-O'uth AgeR t. :i. t1'$ Some 
Assis:t v~ltmt~r 4 .. a leaa~~s in t~ 
e'VQ l•tien fJf their J}goram f Of' 
~e iJ'l f\;£t1.t~t :planning. 2, 6:8· ~ 
Ideftt i fy and a~ lyze ];}rob lems bat\1~n 
tl\-e ~f<~f'am. t¥te a~ftl.ini$traUOft, 
vo hintffr 4 .. 1\f l~aders, a.nd Y'<l.atn. 2 .'84 $~ 
Evaluat~ the effecHveness O'f a 
county 4 ... H program and swg:~s t 
ways to impreve it. 3. 37 Some 
£stablish :criteria upon wMch 
ev~luation of program, activities~ 
art~ meth.ods wi 11 be based. 2. 75 S-0me 
Mate judgme~rts relative to adjust-
ment$ h\ pr-0g.rams ,. act i vi t i~s ~·n<i 
mttthods base~ on sour1d evidence. 3.43 Some 
Invc»lve cHentele in the evaluation 
pr~cess. 3.31 Sarne 









3 . 56 Mt!Ch 
3 . 78 Much 
3. 84 Muctt 
COOM¥ EXTENSION DIRECTfJRS 
AAtSENT 
Meafl · 
t... Re-s- :Cate,.. 
Valve p.onse. gnry 
l.0Ji* 3. 16 S·ome 
j .. '@4'* z . 14 S;Qme 
4 . '11*' 2 .91.6 Some 
4.54* 3 . 26 Some 
5 . ~* 2. .,, Soma 
2 6-0* 3. 20 Some 
3. 14* .l. 26 Some 
flESfREO 
,f4ean· 
Res- Cate .. 
P'O'rtse g(}ry 
l. 13 Much 
3. $7' Sooie 
3. Sl Much 
3.93 Much 
3.56 Much 
3. 73 Much 
3.8:Cl Much 
t-
Va 1 ue 
3. 61 * 
3 . 38* 
l 79* 
4 . 54* 
5. l 6* 
4 . 63* 
3 . 38* 
involvement as a result of comparative t-tests by the two groups. 
Community Uevelo.pment 
Table VIII illustrates the mean responses and categories of Exten-
sion Agents, 4-H and ti"'leir County Extension Directors• perceptions as to 
the degree of present involvement of the 4 .. H Ag,ents in community devel-
opment" Community development programs described here included dis-
cussing community problems, needs and goals, involy;ement in community 
development programs like education, economic structure and so on. As 
demonstrated in the ta.ble, al 1 the tasks eix.cept one were rated in 11 much 11 
(l. 53·4. 09) ranking by the 4 .. H Ag.ents in their prese111t and desired task 
inva:lvement. Tile tas'k rated 11 some 11 (3.15) was in the pres.ent involve-
ment column -- 11 Seek personal acquai·ntance and interaction with people 
repre1seAting the political, social and economic structure of the 
cow.ntry. 11 
The 4-H A:g-eAts 1 p.resent ir.wo lvement as perceived by the Directors 
incl ud:ed three tasks in '$some 11 ( 3. 00--3. 40} category and one in the 
11much'1 3.60 range. All the desired involvement fe11 in 11 much 11 (3.56-
3. 90) category . 
While an the four ta·sks in the table revealed a si gni fi cant 
difference at the .05 level betw.een the present and desired involvement 
1n the 4-H Agents• opinions, in the County Extension Directors' view~ 
only two of the tasks were significantly different. The two significant 
tasks were: 11 Seek personal acqu.t;;i:rFtanc:e and interaction with people 
representing the political, social aind economic structure of the country 11 
and 11 Inform the public of services available tbtrough Extension. 11 The 
two nonsignificanrt tas·k'S were: 11 Giv,es r«!og.niUon freely to otllers for 
TABLE VIII 
MEAN R£Sfl0n.i£S AtID CATEGORIES OF EXTENSION AGENTS'~ 4 .. H A1ND COUNTY fXTENSION DIRECTORS 1 
PERCE·PTlONS AS TO DEGREE OF PRESENT AND DESIRED IttVOLVEMENT -oF EXTENSION 
AG£f4fS., 4 .. tf I~ CerotlHUTV Dt:Vll&PMfNT 
tat!i@!'.r ·(t '"' Co1r.u1ii1,tJ11'tY ~vel.ent ... 
Df~-~ifll ~unity pr~n1•. needs 
~-:_--_ P __ ._a_-_ ls_; in __ ._~"_-_1_ve_-_me_,nt_ in c_--·ommun_ 1t_ Y •Vi l~t {i}-tog:rams 1 i k~- edw;_q,t ion , 
0:e~c stMiJCture. 
~-t ~na l atquaintance ~rl inter .. 
acttm:i wiit:l\l '1:eo::ple r~twes@ting tfil$ 
'°liUeal,. s;acial and ecetaom1c 
str~ct~ qf Uie t:cn:mty. 
ltif9"1 tnti ~t)l it o,f serv i c~ avail ... 
ele thrnu-~h_ ix'ten'Sion. 
4Uva:s recc-gr.ntien freely ta others 
f.- their ~(1nVi'but imrs in the 
¢:t.}U1lt_y. 
t~er:~ttJ with other educational 
a~ie-s &-nd institutions hl 
Ci'rrying out a total program. 
• P < .05. 
~--··· 
l<E!s - Cate· 
voos..e t-<WY 
3. 15 Some 
3.53 ~uch 
3. 75 Mue-h 




3. 15 Mticfl 
4.69 Much 
4.Q, Much 







COUN'Tf EXTENSION 1'.HRECTORS 
PRESENT DES IRED 
~1e~lfti - ~ - 14etli1· 
:Res- Catt}- Res- Cate-
pons-e gory ponse gory 
3.00 Some 3. 60 Much 
3. 13 Some 3.85 Much 
3.€0 Much J.90 Much 








their contributions in the county, 11 t = 1.72 and 11 Gooperate with other 
educational agencies and institutions in carrying out a total program, 
t = 1.40. 
Admi nistratiott 
In th,e area of administration, the activi'ties included were: using 
a working knowledge of Cooperative Extension Service philosophy, objec-
blv~·s: a't1:<:f pr.ocedures. The 4-H Agents rated three tasks in the "some'' 
category fo,r present and desired involvement. In the 4-H Agents' view, 
.five Qf the. e4ght t<lsks listed i·~ the admihis.tration program could be 
t~:t~d 11muth '' (3. 56 .. 3.84) under the present fnYol vernerit, but in desired, 
there were four such tasks where they felt that tasks should be in 11 much 11 
(3.90-4.25) categ.ory. One t!i;Sk rated' "mµch" (3.84.) in the present 
i.nv<a:lvem~r1t ho·t which :h~d a lower ra,~i.irg of r.•some 0 (2.'55) in desired 
involvemetlt was -- 11 Prepare a.nd/or present regular and special reports 
as spec:i,fi.ed ln Extension organi.;z.a:t'fon·. 11 
the ¢()unty Extens.ion Qi'rector~, .. Q.rt the. other h!iil'ld.; felt that the 
Agents were pres:.~ntly ''much" (3 .. 50 .. 3.56) involved in only two tasks. 
Thes.e two tasks were as foHows: 0 0rg'a:nlze and use CQl1lnlttees 'II and 
"Keep public irnformet1: of the E'.'X'tetv$ion prognams, accomplishments and 
activities th\roygh mass medi.<;t, public meetfog.s, and other methods. 11 
In o~her w:o:r.ds., tne .Count;Y ;(lir.ectors ra:r.rked :Six of the tasks in "Some" 
(.2. 66-3.', zo.) c:ateg. if5r;¥.:\ ., 
fohe to~ntty txte:ttfs;fqit l;afr~t:tcn••s' rcfting of what the 4·H Agents• 
involvem~nt should be ·were~ et;JtJally 'l:fi·strfbuted between °some0 (3.zo .. 3.43) 
d II 'h 11 1 3' 5··'3,. 4 2'3) .·'.fl'· .N•' 1\' an muc " . """" .. ·.. .. <:a1.1eg."".r ·es. Under both invalvernent (present and 
desi r~d), two tasks revealed c1on-sls:ten~y .of categories but not of 
TAat.E IX 
M£A~ RESP'ONSES ANO CATEGORIES Ot £XTENSIO~ ASENTS'S, 4-H ANO COUNtY EXTENSION DIRECTORS' 
PERC£PTION5 AS TO OEG1&:£ Of' PtiESENT AWD DESIRED lriVOlVEMUlT OF EXTENSION 
Catesotl H .. M~ini~tratio;n ... Using 
a ~0<rhflc~ fa1;ewl111d;ge of Cooperative 
i:.rtel'it~  ~r.vice ~i loSl:l>;phy .• 
>0hjreeth•$ w ~~~res. 
Serves $tl ~~ Cetl$1flrt~ 
cornm.Uty ~,~ issue$ a11td 
to $'erv:e a;S ~ re:so11r~e i:>:e'.tson to 
c001munUy e<~11m.1ttwes h1 :Ms area 
of <:omp>etency. 
~~l• ~1.- ~ :e:r}tjnty filing 
Sf$t~Ut" . . 
E~,1~1n tG ~ t~e ~fani~eti~l 
$tr~tur'e. l~. alttf peHt'h~s that 
g<><V~rn tne ~l'ative ;ExtEYnsion 
Servtce i fl the state. 
Orga.nf.~ ~oo ~· e~itt<e~s. 
Explain to others ~· can join 4 .. H. 
t:xplain t ... H :pn•pject record keeping· 
to et~rs. 
Pre:ware and/er pres~nt regular a-nd 
st):ec1al rep~ts as speci fled. in 
the Extension organization. 
Keep public informed on Extension 
programs ~ ~.c:co1t1p-l i shmen ts ind 
activities through mass media, 
public meetings, and other 
methods. 
* p < • 05. 





2 . 6'5 S:eme 











J . 15 5~ 
. ). «) . som~ 
2.!0 S,Qfiite 
4. as flu-en 
4.03 MtiCh 
3 •. 2$ s.oroo 
3. 25 Some 
3.90 Much 




~a 1 ttf!i' ~·QttS.~ tory 
t.f/f7*· 2. 96 Some 
3.96* l. 00 Sume 
).21* 2.66 Som~ 
3.69* 3.56 Much 
.2. 25* 3.23 Some 
2.97* 3.2-0 S~e 
2.55* 3. 20 Some 










3. 30 Some 




Va l ue 
2 90* 









ratings. While the two tasks were in higher rate of 11much 11 , i.e., 
3.93 and 4.23 resp,e<:tively in present involvement, they fell in the 
lower rate of "much" ( 3. 50 and 3. 56) category in whq t th·e 4-H Agents 
11 should be" involved as perceived by the County Extension Directors. 
These twQ tasks included: "Organize and use committees" and "Keep 
public in.formed an Extension programs, accomplishments and activities 
through'mass media, public meetings and other 111ethods. 11 
59 
Presewt versus desired for all the tasks were significant as per-
ceived by the 4-H Agents except one: "Keep the public informed on 
Extension programs, accomplishments and activities through mass media, 
public meetings and other methods.u Likewise, the County Extension 
Oirectors 1 rating demonstrated that only two tasks 1t1ere not s·ignificant 
at the .O~ level between the present and desired involvement. These 
tasks were "Prepare and/or present regular and special reports as .. speci-
fied in the Extension organization,i1 and "Explain 4-H project record-
keepi ng to others,_ 11 
Professipnal Illif?rOvement 
As indicated in T~b1e X, the re·sponses of the Agents revealed that 
all the tasks in botl'r µresent and desired invo1vement were placed in 
the 11 some 1t (3.03-3.37) catego.ry. 
The directors ha:¢! the same opinions in the rating of the 4-·H Agents 
present involvement. T'tieir m:e~n r.~s4~:ons-es showed that all the tasks were 
in the "som;e 11 (3.16-:S:.33) category. However, the County Directors made a 
slight cl1M19e while com;idering ho.\v much tha ag·ents should be involved. 
While two o-f their ratings fell iA the 1isome 11 (3.40 and 3.41) category 
res pee ti ve1y, the remaining two we-re in 010 "'much 11 (3. 50-3. 56) category. 
TABLE X 
MEAN RESPONSES ANO CATEGORIES OF EXTENSION A.GENTS', 4 .. H AND COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS' 
P.ERCEPTI ONS AS TO DEGREE Of PRESENT AND OES I RED INVOLVEMENT OF EXTtNS ION 
AGENTS) 4-fi IN PROFE:SSIONAL IMPROVEMENT 
EXTENSION AGENTS, 4-H 
Ca~ggry I - Profess iona 1 Ift!JW<>;v~ment "' ?'RESENT 
fl<e~· ~ to dat€ in te.e:tn1ical s-UiJect M~afll 
D:ESIREO 
M.eiln 
mathH" and a<iult teadi'ing methods Res-
throu:g'1 $ij(:fl activities as: pons.e 
Conferente with University sta.ff 
Cate- Re$.. Cate-
,ory p.onse gory 
and specialH;ts. 3. 12 Some l. 28 some 
Participating in <HJent training 
schools conducted by the 
University. 
Attendin;g; professional meetings .. 
MembeJS"ship in ?·r-Ofess fona l organi-
zati-0ns. 




Some 3~37 Some 
Same 3. (l3 Some 







COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 
PRESENT DESIRED 
Mean Mean 
Res- Cate- Res- Cate-
ponse gory ponse gory 
3.33 Some 3.56 Much 
3.30 Some 3.50 Much 
3. 16 Some 3.40 Some 










The opinio·ns of the Agents revealed a nonsignificant difference at 
the .05 level bet~n the pres.ent and desired involvement in an tasks. 
Similarly, the County Extension Uirecto:rs' opinions had failed to reveal 
a sig.rdfica·nt diffe~nce at the .05 level between the present and desired 
invo lvenient in a:r1y o1 the tasJo. 
Jhe 4~h,Ayents Versw~ the Co:untt Extension 
Di rectors b,¥ Overall 1P'SrceQ~,ion 
TaL1e XI p·rovides <H'l overall comparison: af the ratings of the 4-H 
Agents versus ttleir Go·wnty ~xtension .l}.i•rect.ors' perceptions in respect 
ta the· 4--H Agent's' pre'S'~nt an:d<tesir~d invo·lvem.ant. The table only pr.o-
vi<l-es the ratin:~.s as g.athered from the. :previous tables in the chapter. 
The overa 11 comparison of both groups iH:dicated that one of the 
tasks w.as rated "1 ittle'' in the present involvement by both groups 
( 11 Teach voluntee>r 4-H 1a.aders ¥''e'.Cruitrnent meth'Ods 11 ). Both groups rated 
C5 tasks in the IJ;m:uch 11 eateg:e~r,,. a•nd 51 tas:ks in "some". Others had dif-
ferent rating categories from th.e two groups. 
The desired involvement schGwed that fifty. .. ooe tasks had a rating of 
"much", and fifteen 11 some". Th.e task rated 11Httle 11 in the present in-
vo l venrent was rated 11lnuch 1' 'i:n ifes ired. 
One pertirtent point s-h.OW!h i:n this table 'i$ tl:t.e significance of the 
differences in responses of th~ 4-H Agents and their County Extension 
uirectors. Dve.raH, it ·was ifl:dicated that U -Or 13.58 pert;ent of the 81 
responses in the µrese-nt in:vohement column were significantly different 
uetween the 4-fi Agents and ttretr County Extension Directors. Those tasks 
that were sigRifkant at .<)'5 level' .are indicated with an ('*) in the table, 
Similarly~ the respondents indicated ttiJa.t 7 of the 81 responses or 
TABLE XI 
A COMPAfHSO~ OF EXTf:ttSIOtt AGENTS', '4~H VERSUS COUNiY EXTENSION DIRECTORS' PERCEPTIONS OF 
EXTEt.lSION AGENTS~ 4-H PRES!'.NT TASK I:NVOlVEMENT AND DESIRED TASK INVOLVEMENT 
Categor,x I~ - Progra·m Planning ~ Designing 
et.l!icationa 1 experiences based on tile needs,, 
int~:rest:S1 ~'¢1: prable:ms nf youth. 
1. Identify areas of 4-H youth program in 
wMch co-v.1orker s can c.oope rate. 
2. Organite and· ·use a 4-H program iplarming 
advisory committee. 
<) 
..;.,-:fi, Involve local volunteer 4-H leaders in 
p1ann'ing the COOifllty 4-H p-rog.ram. 
4. Plan various ;€ducatit~na 1 p rog-rarns base-a 
on needs of youth. 
5. uevel op a written plan of work to fol low 
in carrying out a balanced 4-H program. 
6. uetermine the activities that relate 
specifically to the interest of older 
youth. 
7. netermine the past and present 4-H 
situation. 
8. Assemble and org(lnize resources for the 
execution of the annual program. 
Category B - Program Execution - Use of 
resources to provide learning experiences. 
9. Present educational information. 
Present Task Invol vernent Desired Task Involvement 
4-H County 4-H County 
Agent Director F- Agent Director F-
Mean Mean Val11e Category Mean Mean Value Category 
._,,_,_ __ ·----·-~---------
3.00 3.10 0.267 Some 3.37 3.26 0.326 Some 
3.50 3.50 o. 0-00 Much 3.75 3.66 0. 144 Much 
4.-03 3.~'0 l. l~ Much 4.37 4.03 2.438 Much 
3.71 3.43 1 .460 Much/Some 4.28 3.83 4. 372 Much 
3.37 3.33 0.0$6 Some 3.46 3.46 0.000 Some 
2.93 3.{):0 0.121 Some 3.87 3.53 2.524 Much 
2.59 2.86 2.545 Some ') ,, i::: -i. L..J 3.30 0.052 Some 
3.25 3.13 0.377 Some 3.68 3.43 1. 356 Much/Some 
3. 31 3.40 0. 208 Some 3.65 3,66 0.002 Much 
10. Plan and carry out short term 4-H 
activities. 
lL Hel.f) pro-v1de a·n on·Q'oing 4 ... 14 club program. 
ll. Supply v~lu¥Jt~er 4•H leaders with support. 
13. follow a cWritte-n plan of work. 
14. Establish and maintain an office 
reference library. 
Category C .. Staffing - Re·cruiting, training, 
«ml supervh i ng pr(')fe-ss ional,, par:aprofes-
s iooi l, and v·o1unteer staff. 
15. Select proper teaching methods in train-:-
ing 4-H lea de rs. 
16. Train volunteer 4-H leaders to work with 
pa.rants. 
11. tnv-0lv~ v.o l untaer 4-M leaders in pre .. 
pa ting a lea<ler training program. 
18. Assist volunteer 4-H leaders in seeing 
the imp0rtance of their role. 
19. Identify and use unique ski 11 s of volun-
teer 4-H leaders. 
20. Organize and conduct a volunteer 4-H 
leader training meeting. 
21. Explain persona 1 benefits volunteer 4-H 
leaders can expect from their leadership 
roles. 
22. Help 4~H volunteer leaders determine the 
Present Task Involvement Desired Task Involvement 
4-H County 4-H County 
Age·nt Di rec tor f- Agent Di rector F -

























0.592 Some 3.£8 
0.754 Much 4.03 
1. 642 Much/Some 4. 28 
0.018 Some 3.43 
2.548 Ltl/Some 3.09 
L218 Some 3.84 
0.479 Some 3.62 
l .833 Some 3.62 
l. 535 Some 3.43 
0.028 Some 3.68 
0.387 Some 3.78 
























o. l 03 Some 
purposes and objectives of youth activities 
and events. 3. 18 2.86 3.928* Some 3.68 3.36 2. 181 Much/Some 
O'> 
w 
Desi red ia sk I nv-01vemen t 
4--ff tamty 4 ... M £@11!A'ty 
A~t Si~cto,r f... .A:g$\'t f1ire¢t·l:}r ~ ... 
Mean Mean ialue Category ~ean Mean Value Category 
23. Trai1l and <lif'~ct volunteer 4-H leaders in 
<W .. iltfl\i ~d ~complhhh1g vari~s 
J1$~~ ~· 3.0i 
.f:4., ~l~ ~n~·111t1 If• vari-~ .f$k.. 3.!t 
ZS~ le~Q:_.'i.ft~ • ~li!lin tlfllt ltfr-eraf.l:ce ~ ... 
t~ t• •l~ 4 .. 'N l~rs' respo,M$'f .. 
bilities and 4,..tl agents' re~ponsibilities. 2.59 
26. Promote excbaf.l;ge of ideas amon9 volunteer 
A M.·· 1v.'""'·"" ·· --~ .. ;<1!i'6. . ';) • "'>!!:: 
~ft ~r-•- "'t:.a 
21.. U\St. ~er~ wt l-.:t4lt·F ....,f:j. l:ea4tl"S to 
tram~ 1~« 3.00 
!I. lS't~ 1s;:f:l ~ •tfltlliil g~~ wtir'k it.lg. .f"'e la ... 
ti olisMps with voluntee:r 4-H 1 eaders. 3. 84 
2'9. Conduct tee0grdtion activities fo·r 
v.olunte-e:r 4 ... ij leaders. 2. 93 
30. JElootif)' v.plt;tnt-e:er 4-H leaders 1 training 
tte-e<ts. 3. n~ 
ll~ flal;}) v·ol~ :i .. M lea~rs identify 
{retb§l'lia'I) their abiliti~s a-nd f~1 
confident to, aet as 4 .. 11 leaders. 3.15 
32. Pla-n expe¥>i,enc.es for vo hmteer 4-H 1 ea<ler 
development in specific project areas, 2.68 
33. Help volurrteer 4-1'1 leaders recognize and 
solve problems relating to 4-Ho 3.21 
34. Explain the -reasons for involving 4-H 
members ifl leadership roles. 3.31 
3:S. Moti'vate v-0lunteer 4-H leaders to parti-
cipate in leader training. 2.90 
36. Teach volunteer 4-H leaders how to plan 




















{). 952 Much 








3.~2 3.:SO O.o42 M1:1ch 
4. l$ 3.53 6.647 Mcu:ch 
J. 12 3.33 '0.6aS Seme 
3.15 3.60 -0. i:l3 Moch 
3.15 3.6{) 0.533 N:U:cn 
l.9'0 4.06 o. 168 ~ch 
l.56 3.70 0.336 MutCh 
J.71 3.63 0. 137 Much 
3.84 3.76 o. 139 Much 
3. 37 3.46 0.223 Some 
3.65 3.60 0. 111 Much 
3o78 3.40 2. 301 Mucti/Some 
4.00 3.73 l .440 Much 
3.59 3.53 0.068 Much 
CJ) 
4'> 
Pres'EH1t Task involvement Oesired Task Involvement 
4-H tounty 4.-H County 
Av.ant t>iT~ctor f"- Agent Di rector F-
Mean Miean Value Cate:g-Ol"Y Mean Mea11 Va 1 ue Category 
37. M:ent Hy and vs<e vari 0us resource peQp le 
who have sp-ecific ski 11 s needed in the 
4-« f}rogram. 
38. T:eac1'1 voh..inteer tJ. ... H leaders recrui tmemt 
1t1etho{Js. 
~. Ptr~ot~ gpod Wtl'f'cking relationships with 
et~rw~ .• · 
4Q. !~tiff anti ~ruit pf!o;ple to seF1t~ 1lS 
v~l<l!inteer 4,..14 l~ders. 
41. S:uf,le:rvis& and S:~ort volunteer 4-tl 
leaders. 
C11wg;ory O - Tea,ching - Guiding the learning 
eiq:}:eriences of yaufh. 






a;,rrd technf<iue$. 3. 34 
43. Oe 1telop and us.e educational material$ t-0 
meet the needs of youth. 3. 53 
44. Handle program disruptions. 2.96 
45. Develop .and carry out methods of giving 
recognition to 4-H members other than 
awards. 3.21 
46. Use audiovisual equipment to improve 
instruction. 3.50 
470 Listen to and understand youth and volun-
teer 4-H leaders. 3.75 
48" Counsel youth and adults on problems, 3.37 
3.16 0.273 Some 
2.33 0.261 little 
3.16 3.538 Much/Sein@ 
~.93 7. 393*Much/Some 
3.33 2. 111 'Much/Some 
3.16 0.991 some 
$. 13 3. 7 30*fifudl/ Some 
2.86 0.165 seirre 
2.90 2.044 Some 
3.50 0.000 Much 
3.43 2.792 Much/Some 
30 10 l .839 Some 
4.09 3. 7{l 2.938 Much 
3.75 3.23 4. 479*Much/Some 
3.8'4 3.70 0.328 Much 
4.18 3.83 2.376 Much 
4.0:0 3.73 1.684 Much 
3. '6:8 3.63 0.056 Much 
3.Sl6 3.73 1.099 Much 
2.9:0 3.06 0.394 Some 
3.75 3,46 1. 507 Much/Some 
3.87 3. 70 0.492 Much 
3.96 3.86 0.265 Much 
3.59 3,53 0.750 Much 
Ci\ 
U1 
Ji .... Commuf!l'.1 :i~i}! - inform•in1f tfi-e 
s ;•iic -of --- ima-g:e's> accomplish .. 
•~t:s) a:rH'i 4P'v.r~e--s of t1're 11J-regram. 
4'9:. tst.abHsn ioucl -ca01ttm..1nications among .mem-
~s {;).f Ure C~t1 lxtt'!!n-si on staff. 
SQ.. fif ~1ti Ei ~If ~-- _:---~ ~ Ext~ns 1.efi -f)~ti:• 
~~~ -~--- ·?'• _ _ __ u~ ~~ v:t;JltJnte:~ 4""+l 
't~.-a --~ t~ •l1c;. 
lt. l·nfO)rlfl ~ ~11:1bli€ :of -®~lopments an4 
a.ceompHs1itments -of the 4-H prograirr and 
it!ldi vidtia l 4,.H tnhmers. 
$2. Wtt~~ ~r~f ~ ®~$'-"sta-od.a~l e letters. 
§~ .. ~~t:01B:ii~ a.¢:eepte<d culttiral staJlltM't~ {1f 
th:e ~1l~J P-~ f<; iJ;t a gi-v-e'n a~. 
~. ie'fftifylj a-111aljtit. ~rid -0vers:ome unt:m-
sl:tatle eommu-rr1ty at'tit,urles towar;d tm 
if ... ~ ~egrarri. -
55. Uevel.op qnd carry o-ut ideas for promo-
tion of the 4-tt P'f'OQl"iHH to parents and 
comn1'.tl-n i ty . 
'§;6. Qbta hl par.enta 1 1Rterest, coop,eratio.n, 
and involvement in 4-H ~i,ctivities. 
$7. Explain the objectives and philosophy 
of 4 ... f! to others. 
- ~~ h1form 1otith regarding advantages and 
op-p,0rtun it i es. -
TAEcLE XI {Con 1 t) 
Present Tas:k Invo lv·ement Desired Task Involvement 
4 .. 11 (&1;1nty 4,,,14 eoonty 
A91~nt &1 r·ect<rr f - Agent ~1,-r11!ctor F-
M~au Mean Valu~ Categ:o;ry Me,a:n Mean Value Catego;1•·y 
3. 34 J. 26 u. 126 Sarne 3.34 3.'90 0.068 Much 
i.2a 3. l3 Q.5@8 Some 3A54 3.66 O.i79 Muc~-
3.68 3. 23 S.287*M-ucn/Some 4. l2 3.80 i.OJ8 M:ucn 
J. 5-el 3. 26 1 .634 Much/Some i.n J. 76- o. 044 f4y;cfi 
3.2} 3.26 ra. os1 Some 3.31 3.43 -Q. 321 Some 
2.93 3.00 0.-0:82 S-ome 3. 37 3.'63 1 .(125 S-Ome/t(uch 
3.28 3. 00 l . 730 Some 3 . 96 3.80 0. 700 Much 
3.53 3.26 1 . 632 Much/Some 4. 37 3. 93 5. 431* Much 
3. 56 2 . 96 7 698*Much/Some 4. 00 3 . 53 4.262* Much 
3. 56 3. 03 h ..;. l 16*Much/Some 4. 34 3. 66 8.894* Much 
TABLE XI {Con 1 t) 
Present Task Involvement Desired Task Involvement 
4-H County 4-H County 
Agent Director F- Agent Director F-
Mean Mean Value Category Mean Mean Value Category 
<;ategorz f - Evaluation - Collecting, analy-
zing, and interpreting information to deter-
mine the strengths and \l'Jea knes se s of a pro-
gram. 
59. Evaluate one's performance as an Ex ten-
sion 4-H Youth Ag:ent. 3.03 3.16 -0. 333 Some J.43 3. 73 l.458 Some/Much 
60. Assist volunteer 4--H leaders in the 
eva 1 uati on of their prog.rarn for use in 
future planning. 2.68 2.76 0. 152 Some 3.62 3.36 1. 181 Much/Some 
61. Identify and analyze pro bl ems between 
the program, the administration. volun-
teer 4-H leaders, and youth. 2.84 2.96 0.516 Some 3.56 3.53 0.016 Much 
62. Evaluate the effectiveness of a county 
4 .. H program and suggest ways to improve. 3.37 3.26 0.276 Some 3.87 3.93 0.080 Much 
63. Establish criteria upon which eva 1 uati on 
of program, activities, and methods will 
be based. 2.75 2.76 0.006 Some 3.56 3.56 0.000 Much 
64. Make judgments relative to adjustment in 
programs, activities and methods based on 
sound evidence. 3.43 3.20 l. 511 Some 3.78 3.73 0.063 Much 
65. Involve clientele in the evaluation pro-
cess. 3.31 3.26 0.053 Some 3.84 3.80 0,043 Much 
Categor}'. G - Communit}'. Develo12ment 
66. Seek personal acquaintance and interaction 
with people representing the po 1 it i cal, 
social and economic structure of the co. 3. 15 3.00 0.490 Some 3.75 3.60 0,408 Much 
67. Inform the pub 1 "ic of services available Cl"I '-I 
through Extension. 3053 3. 13 3.237 Much/Some 4o09 3.86 1. 084 Much 
68. Gives recognition freely to others for 
their contributions in the county, 
TABLE XI (Con't) 
Present Task Involvement 
4-H County 
Agent Director F-
Mean Mean Value Category 
3o75 3.60 0.462 Hue h 
Desi':-ec Task lnvor"ement 
4-H County 
Agent Director F-
Mean Mean Value Category 
···--·--·· ---·-·-· ...... ------~-.---.-----
4.05 3.90 0.576 Much 
69. Cooperate with other educational aqencies 
and institutions in carrying out a total 
program. 3.53 3.40 0.290 Much/Some 4.00 3.56 4.217* Much 
Category H - Administration - Using a working 
knowledge of Cooperate Extension Service 
philosophy, objectives and procedures. 
70. Serves on conmittees considering community 
centered issues and to serve as a resource 
person to community committees in his area 
of competency. 
71. Develop and/or use county filing system. 
72. Explain to others the organizational 
structure, laws, and policies that govern 
the Cooperate Extension Service in the 
State. 
73. Organize and use committees. 
74. Explain to others, who can join 4-H. 
75. Explain 4-H project recordkeeping to 
others. 
76. Prepare and/or present regular and special 








77. Keep public informed on Extension programs, 
accomplishments and activities through mass 
media, public meetings, and other methods. 3.71 
2.96 1.533 Some 
3.00 0.907 Some 
2.66 0.491 Some 




4 .. 25 
3.23 9.210*Much/Some 4.03 
3. 16 2. 507 Much/Some 3.90 
3.20 6.997*Much/Some 3.25 
3.50 1. 235 Much 3.90 
3. 40 1 . 400 Sc·me 
3.60 0.554 Some/Much 
3 .. 20 l, 497 Some 
4.23 0.008 Much 
3.53 4.755 Much 
3.43 3.84l*Some/Much 
3.30 0.052 Some 
3.93 0.025 Much O'I 
00 
Category I - Professional Improvement -
Keep up-to-date in technical subject matter 
and adult teaching methods through such 
activities as: 
78. Conference with University staff and 
specialists. 
79, Participating in agent training schools 
conducted by the University. 
80. Attending professional meetings. 
81. Membership in professional 
organizations. 
* p < • 05. 
TABLE XI {Can't) 
Present Task Involvement Desired Task Involvement 
4-H County 4-H County 
Agent Director F- Agent Director F-





3.33 1.056 Some 
3.30 0.109 Some 
3.16 0.566 Some 





3.56 2.000 Some/Much 
3.50 0.337 Some/Much 
3.40 2.518 So:ne 
3.41 1.003 So~e 
70 
11.ll percent in the desired column were significantly different at the 
.o::; level. 
Extension Agents, 4-H and County Extension 
Directors Perceptions Combined 
Une of the hypotheses of the study was to test if there were differ-
ences upon comparing the mean responses of the combined Agents and Direc-
tors' ratings on present and c!esired involvement (Table XII), 
When the mean responses for both groups were combined for present 
involvement, more tasks fell in the "some" (2.73-3.35) category than in 
other categories. There were only 18 tasks rated "much" ( 3. 50-3. 91) by 
the combined respondents in the present involvement. One task rated 
"little" (2. 38) was "Teach volunteer 4-H leaders recruitment methods, 11 
The rest of the tasks under present involvement were placed in the "some" 
category. 
Contrarily, for the desired involvement, 17 tasks displayed "some" 
while the rest were in "much" category. The one task rated "little" in 
the present involvement was rated "much" (3.50) for desired involvement, 
The respondents' combined responses showed that only 7 of the 81 
tasks displayed nonsignificance at the .05 level as a result of comparing 
tne present and desired involvement with the t-tests. 
Eight tasks in Table XII were identified as having highest priority 
by the combined groups since they were rated 4.00 or above in desired 
mean involvement. These tasks were identified with a 11 1 11 in the table, 
Twenty-three of the tasks wer<e identified as having the next priority 
by the combined groups since they were rated 3.75 to 3.99 in desired 
mean involvement. These tasks were identified with a 11 2 11 in the table. 
TA'it.£ UI 
A COMflARISON GF EXTENSION AGtNTS, 4•ft FRESfNT 'v£RSUS tlESlftt:fJ TAS,f< INVOLVEMENT WITH 
EXTENSION AGENTS• 1 4,.H AND COOHT'f Ufff£NSI:ON OIMCT'ORS 1 PERCEPTIONS COMBINED 
~a t:egpr;; A - Pr-09f9,ll1 P 1 ~f;lfl iQ · De. sign i n. g 
ed11:tatlona 1 ex~.r1$l'ces bas . oo the ntlleds, 
inter.ests, and i»"Qblems of y&ttth. 
1. Identify areas of 4-M youth program in 
''*which co .... wod1ters ean C:OQf.>erate. 
2 . ·Crg:an i ie and use a 4 .. H program planning 
·advisory colllmittee. 
3. h1volve local \&U1tmteer 4'"'ff leatt~rs ill 
plaMing tfJe county 4 .. ff ~ram. 
4. l"la» V&l'ious 11!1'11tt:attona l (lr(}Srams based 
0fi1 ~ ef ywth. 
5. Oevelop a writt~n plan of :work to fellow 
in ca~rying out a balanced 4-M program. 
6. Determine the activities that relate 
specifically to the interest of older 
yo11th. 
7. IJete'rmifte the past and present 4 .. w 
situation. 
8. Assemble and organize resources for the 
execution of the annual program. 
Category B - Program Execution · Use of 
resources to provide learning experiences. 
9. Present educational information. 
E>tt~s inn Ag~nts, 4 .. tf and 
CouRty Extensi01'1 Directors 
3. 04 some 
3 .. $0 Much 
3.91 ~:eh 
3. 58 Mttcli 
3.35 SOO'Ie 
2.96 SQflle 
2. 72 S-0me 
3. 19 Some 
3.35 Some 
€xtens ion Ag:ef:lts, 4-H and 
County Extension Directors 
Desi re~ Category t•Vahse 
3. 3:2 S-Otrre 3.28* 
3. 7'03 Muth 2.42* 
4.20 1 Muth 2.&6* 
4. oo 1 Muth 4.4(}* 
3. 4-6 Some l .00 
3.io3 Mu:ch li.45* 
3. 21 Some 5. 66* 
3. 563 Much 3.58* 
Much 3.27* -~ 
TABt..£ X If (Con' t) 
10. PlaJl and carry oot short term 4.,.H 
activities. 
11. Help provide an on-going 4-H club program. 
12. Supply volunteer 4-H leaders with support. 
13. Follow a writter1 r>lan of ltlork. 
14. Establish a·nd taai·ntain acn Qffiee referenee 
1 ibrary. 
Category C .. Staffing - Recruiting~ training, 
aiia sup-ervis ing profess i-Ona l, paraprofes .. 
sientl, at\4 ¥&lt.ttit~~r staff. 
15. Select pre.per t•aching methods in train• 
ing 4 .. H leaders. 
16. Train volunteer 4-H leaders to work with 
parents. 
11. htve1ve \t'Oluntee:r 4-H lea!ters in p:r"e.f>ll ring 
a le~r training program. 
18. Assist volunteer 4-H leaders in seeing 
the importance of their role. 
19. Identify and use unique ski 11 s of volun-
teer 4·ff leaders. 
20. Organize and conduct a volunteer 4-H 
leader training meeting. 
21. Explain personal benefits volunteer 4-H 
leaders can expect from their leadership 
roles. 
22. Help 4 .. Ji volunteer leaders determine the 
purposes and objectives of youth activi-
ties and events. 
Extension Agt~Jfts. 4-H and 





























Extension .Agents, 4 ... w and 
Cou;ntJ €xtens ion Di rectors 
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TABLE XII {con•t} 
.tJ. Train Mtd dire,ct volunteer 4-H leaders in 
organ titf\'g aflrl a.c:comp li sh i ng various 
lea.ders.fltip Jobs. 
24. Delegate responsibility for various jobs. 
25. Recognii:e .an;d e,xplain the difference 
b:etwe:en the vo lunte~r 4,..H leaders• res• 
~1!1nsibHities and 4-H ag:ents' responsi-
bi l Hies. · 
?6. Promote excha• of ide'°s among volunteer 
4-H leaders. 
27. u~e experienced: volunteer 4-H leaders to 
train new lead~rs. 
28. Establish .afl;(I maintain good working re 1 a-
tionships with volunteer 4-H leaders. 
t9. Conduct r$CognitioJ'l activities for> 
vo lurrtaer 4--H leader-s. 
30. Identify volunteer 4-H leaders• training 
needs. 
31. Help volunteer 4 ... H leaders identify 
(reco.gni~). ttieir abi Hties and feel 
confident to &'Ct as 4 ... H leaders. 
32. Plan e.)(p:erienas for vo 1 unteer 4-H 1 eader 
development in specific project areas. 
33. Help volunteer 4-H leaders recognize and 
solve problems relating to 4-H. 
34. Explain the reasons for involving 4-H 
members in leadership roles. 
35. Motivate volunteer 4-H leaders to parti ... 
cipate in leader training. 
Ex.tens icrn Aftnts,. j.H ~nd 




























Extension Ageonts, 4-H and 
C.0'unty Ex tens ion Di rectors 
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w 
~- T~n volunteer 4·H leaders how to plan 
and org.a ni ze their work . 
37. Identify anti VH v·arious resoof'ce peOfJle 
who fllave specific ski 11 s needed in the 
4-+l ,p:rogr~m. 
38. Teach volunteer 4 .. H le&ders recruitment 
methed:s. 
3S. PrOll'«)tt ·g;ood w-0rking relationships with 
Q;t~r,. 
40. ldefttify a·oo reeniit people to serve as 
vo lu~e:er .4-ft leaders. · 
41. ~e:rvis-e· and sup;p.ort volunteer 4-H 
lem". 
~~~i_.i1 ... of .. _tea.chi~ - Guiding the leal"fting 
~. · · ·~ ,· JOU-to·. 
TASLE XII (Con't} 
Extension Agents. 4·H and 















42. Select aftd ttse. the proper teachipg methods 
and techniques. 3.25 some 
43. Uevel0p and use educational materials to 
meet the f!teeOS of youth. 3.33 Seme 
44. Handle program disruptions. 2.91 Some 
45. Develop and carry out methods of giving 
reco9n i tifJn to 4-H members other than 
aw.ards. 3.06 Some 
46. use audiovisual equipment to improve 
instruction. 3.50 Much 
47. Listen to and understand youth and volun-
teer 4-H leaders. 3.59 Much 
48, Counsel youth and adults on problems. 3.24 Some 
£xtensiQn .A~nts, 4-H and 
County Extension Directors 
3.56 3 Much 7.08* 
3.9-0! Much 5.58* 
3.sa3 Muell 5.28* 
3.112 Much 3.40* 
4.01 1 Muth Ei.04* 
2 3.9Q Much 3.61* 
3.b63 Much 4.07* 
3.ss! Much 4.81* 
2.sa Soott 0.67 
3.61 3 Much 4.45* 
3. 792 Much 3.11* 
3.tl~ Much 3o92* 
Much 4.27* 3.56 
'-,,j 
+>-
Categor.t E -Communications - Informing the 
staff and p1;1bHc of the images, a<:comP, 1 i sh-
ments, and f)'UrtJ-OS@S of the p·rogram. 
4~. Establish 9;Q:0d communications amoog ~ 
be-rs o-f the County Extension staff. 
50. Explain 4 ... H program and Exte·nsion poli ... 
cies and procedures to volunteer 4-H 
leaders and tlle public. 
51. Infonn the p11bHc of develo:pm,ents a~ 
accOfflf)l isf'tments of the 4-H prn.gram and 
irtdividual 4-t.t members . 
52. Write brief, understandable letters. 
53. Recognize accepted cultural standards of 
the general public in a given area. 
54. Identify, analyze, and overcome unde-
sirable community attitudes t©War-d the 
4-H program. 
SS. D~~lop and carry <NJt ideas f o.r p,r-o--
motion of the 4 .. H program to parents 
and community. 
56. Obtain parental interest, coop,eration, 
and involvement in 4-H activities, 
57. Explain the objectives and philosophy 
of 4-H to others. 
58. Inform youth regarding advantages and 
opportunities., 
TABLE XII (Con't) 
Extension Agents, 4-H and 












Extension Agents~ 4-H and 
COtJnty Extension Directors 
Desired Category t-Value 
J.872 Much 5.68* 
3.752 Much 5.00* 
3.962 Much 5.47* 
3.743 Much 2.76* 
3.37 Some 1.82 
3.503 Much 5.08* 
3.882 Much 7 .04* 
4. 161 Much 6.50* 
3. 772 Much 4.66* 
4.01 1 Much 6.24* 
...... 
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TABLE XII (Con't) 
£a,Ya~f ... lY;'l~li2!1." tolle~ting, an·a· l.y-
21n1. · · mttrprehnt nrfonnat1on to deter .. 
mine tke st~hs and wewkrn:!sses of a 
program. 
St .. (Y:aluate ae1& perfarmance as an Exten.-
sittm 4""M Ye»th Asent. 
M. Ats i $ t volatter 4-ff lel'ders 1 ft t~ 
evaluathft ttf tlleir p.rog:ram for use in 
futuf"f pla.m1Ttt~ 
61. Idtmtify and an1l1ze problems tietween 
the Pf'O@'.f'tm. the administration, v-ohm-
Uer 4·fit le~s. and y-etJth. 
'2. [M hi.ate tile ef~tiwmess of a <:oun~ 
4..-ff P"'OF• a~ ~t ways te tmprove 
ft. 
63. £sta~t>Hitt eritef'ia upon which e-va luation 
of program, aetivities, and methods win 
be based. 
64. Make Judgments relative to adjustments in 
f»"Qira11$, activities and methods based Ofl 
soumJ evid@.nce. 
65. Involve cliantele fn the evaluation 
proce$S. 
Category G - Community Development 
66. Seek personal acquaintance·and interaction 
with people representing the political~ 
social and economic structure of the county, 
Exten:s ion Agents, 4-H and 










Extension Agents, 4 .. H and 
County Extension Directors 
Desired Cite,~ry t·Yalue 
3.583 Much 4. 73* 
3~503 Much 6.54* 
3.543 Much 6.10* 
3.902 Much 6.40* 
3.563 Much 7.67* 
3.752 Much 4.94* 
3.822 Much 5.08* 
Much 5.04* 
TABLE XII (Con't) 
61. lrrferm the pubHc of services availaale 
tttreyu:9h £xttnston. 
68. Giv-e:S recQgnition freely to others for 
their contributions in the county. 
69. Cooperate with other ed<ucational agen·cf~s 
and institutt~ms in carrying aut a total 
~ram. 
C~te~~D' H a.. Mmj-flj&f;atian .~ us,1. n9 ".· w~rking 
know~ f)f CQQp&r-a. we Extens100 ~v1ce 
phi 1 os®f\y, ®'jecti ve$ and proc-edures. 
70. Serves on comnittees consiltler1ng COlTlflltlnity 
centered issues and to serve as a resource 
pe'rsM to c~ity cqmnittees in his area 
of e~taffC,y. 
71. Develop and/or, use c.ounty fl ling s.ystem. 
72. [%J>ltitt to 6t~er$ the orga~itqtional 
structur.e1 laws, and policies that govern 
the Coep•rative ,Extension Service in the 
State. 
73. Organize an.d use committees. 
74. £xplain to others~ who can join 4-H. 
75. Explain 4-tl project recordkeeping to 
others. 
76. Prepare and/or present regular and special 
reports as specified in the Extension 
organization. 
Extension Agents, 4·H and 






















Extension Agents, 4·H and 
County Extension Directors 































TABLE XII (Gon't) 
77. Keep public informed on ·Extension pro-
grams, accomplishments and activiti~s 
through mass media, public meetings, 
and other methods. 
Category I - Professional Improvement - Keep 
up-to~date in technical subject matter and 
adult teaching methods through such activities 
as: 
78. Conference with University staff and 
specialists. 
79. Participating in agent training schools 
conducted by the University. 
80. Attending professional meetings. 
81. Membership in professional organizati.ons. 
Extension Agents, 4-H and 
County Extension Directors 
Extension Agents, 4-H and 
County ~xtens ion Di rectors 
Present Category ·. Desired Category t-Value 
3,61 Much Much 3.37* 
3.22 Some 3.41 Some 2.04* 
3.33 Some ' 3.43 Some 0.94 
3.25 .Some 3.20 Some 3.95* 
3. 19 Some· 3;28 Some 0.17 
1oenotes 
mean rating). 





* p < '05. 
tasks with the higher desired priority_ for involvement for.the '4-HAgent (3.75 - 3.99 mean 
tasks with the high desired priority for involvement for the 4-H Agent (3.50 - 3.74 mean 
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Thirty-three of the tasks were identiTi¢d as having a high priority 
by the combi:fled groups since they were rated 3.5.0 to 3.74 in desired 
mean involvement. Thes.e tasks wer.e identified with a 11 311 in the table. 
The remaining 17 t(l.s,ks .all have a moderate priority since all but 
one were rat~d between 3.00 and 3 .. 50. Even tha.t one task has a rate 
of 2.98. 
At the end of the i'n~t\rl!frnents, the resp.o.h.d~nts were asked to 1i st 
additional tasks or comment$ th~.y considered impo.rtant for the oper.., • 
ation of a suc·cessful 4 ... H progra,m. Below are the respondents' comments 
l. Uetermine rteetls .of 4.,.H J:rtogram. 
2. Determine .e:xpectatio:r1s of 4,..H' ers ·and parents. 
3. District, State a,og Natton~.l 4.-H programs. 
4. 4,..H o.ffi<;;er·• s. tra intn.g. 
5. Teen and Ju1M;or le:adf!.rsMp tra i'ttit19. 
6. Uay camps ·anu county camp prog.ram. 
7. 4-H safety li'f:i9$ram. 
b. 4.,.H ta 1 k a.n&f d.emon;s,t~.t·1 .. orib 
9. 4-H project :areas. 
1 a.. 4 ... H record :ff!:fepi:ng. 
l 1 • Agri.cul tur~ a1td sho,w, p·Pejects ... 
12. Persorra 1 vh:-its with 4 ... :fi club$., leg;;ders. and p~rents. 
13. Maintaining the on .. going 4-H program. 
14. Time spent .assisting with other extension programs within a 
county, 
15. Keeping peophl in t1'le county happy. 
16. Developing an outstta'nding project p:rogram for 4 .. fl'ers. 
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Comment: 11A good list of tasks that we s:hQ.·uld be aceomplishi.ng. Too 
bad we don1 t have the ttm.e to d:o aH thes.e t.bi~gs &:ercause we have· t·o 
spend too much time e:n tM.ng:s that t.h:eoret i·ca Hy we shouldn't. 11 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter is intended to present a summary review of the study 
problem and its setting, the design and conduct of the study, and the 
major findings. Also presented are conclusions and recommendations 
which are based upon analysis and summarization of data collected and 
upon observation and impressions resulting from the design and conduct 
of the study, 
The Purpose of the Study 
The intent of this study was to determine and rate the present and 
desired task involvement of the Extension Agents, 4-H according to time 
spent on these tasks as perceived by themselves and by their County 
Extension Directors. It is hoped that these findings will help develop 
or improve an Extension training program. 
Objectives of the Study 
Specifically, three m.ajor obje.ctives of this study were: 
l. To secure perceptions of Extension Agents, 4-H and their County 
Extension Directors of the 4-H Agents' present and desired involvement 
in selected tasks according to the amount of time spent on those tasks, 
2. To compare the ,pe·rceptions of Extension Agents, 4-H and their 
81 
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County Extension Directors concerning present and desired task involve-
ment. 
3. To collect se~ected background data from the Extension Agents, 
4-H and their County Extension Directors and describe the more common 
characteristics, e.g,, position, age, tenure. 
Design and Conduct of the Study 
Following a review of research and pertinent literature to the prob-
lems, the major tasks involved in the design and conduct of the study 
were: (1) determining the population of the study, (2) developing an 
instrument for data collection, (3) developing a procedure for data 
collection, and (4) determining methods of data analysis. 
The study population consisted of 36 Extension Agents, 4-H and their 
County Extension Directors. That is, in all, there were 72 respondents. 
Of this total, there were 62 or (86,l percent) usable opinionnaires 
analyzed from which findings of the study were drawn. 
Findings of the Study 
Background Information 
It ·was found from the respondents that, about two-thirds (66.6%) of 
·the 4-H Agents, compared to all (100%) of the County Directors, were 
married, Twenty-five (80,6%) of the respondents in the 4-H Ag~nts 1 
group have just come into the Extension Service and their present loca-
tion within the last 5 years, This was in contrast to the County Direc-
tors• group where 15 (50%) of them had been working in their present 
location or been in the Extension Service for 21 years or more. 
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Educationally, most of the 4-H Agents came from backgrounds in 
Animal Science with Bachelors degrees, while the County Directors came 
from backgrounds split between Animal Sciencea Agronomy and Agricultural 
Education; most had Masters degrees. 
Seventy-two questio·nnaires we·re sent out -- 3,5 to the Extension 
Ag·ents, 4-H and 36 to their Caunty Extension Directors. There were 65 
(90.27%} returned, of which but 62 (86.1%) were usable. 
Program Planning 
Extension Agents, 4 ... ff and their County Extension Directors felt 
ttte 4-H Agents• tasks in this area wert presently and should be about 
equally divided between uiome" and 11~h" invo:hement. 11 Desired 11 mean 
scores for a 11 tasks for both groups were slightly higher than "present" 
mean scores·, indicatir.g they desired slightly mo·re involvement. The 
agents and their directors agreed 110r9'anit·e and use a 4 ... H planning and 
advisory Committee 11 and 110evelop a written plan of w.ork to follow in 
carrying out a balanced 4-H program" had n.o sigflifica.nt difference 
between present and desired iAvQlvement. All others had significant 
differences, indicating a need for intreas.ed involvement by the 4-H 
Agents< The two tasks in which the'. 4 ... H A1gents should be most involved 
from this area as indicat~d· by highest d~.:>ired mean score were: "Involve 
local 4-H leaders in planning; the caunty prog:ram" and 11 Pla0n various edu-
cational prog·rams based oo the need.$ of youths." 
Program Execution -- - ( . 
Extension Ag'.ents felt that tJley ._,.. pntS>ently involved in two tasks 
11much 11 in the area of Pro,ram Executicm. GM task was rated 11 little 11 --
84 
11 Establish and maintain an office reference library" in present involve-
ment and had a !Isome" rating in desired involvement. The 4 .. H Agents de-
sired "much" involvement in four and "some 11 in two tasks. The County 
Uirectors on the other hand,. rated a H t:he tasks except one under present 
involvement Hsome 11 • The one excepti.on hiid a rating of 11 much11 -- "Help 
provide an on ... going 4•H Clu:b prrogrram. u Ttt.ey h:ad an even rating betwe·en 
'~some'' and "much" in desired. While the 4-tt Agents agreed that all the 
tasks sh'Ow.ed a signi,ficant differ-emce between present and desired involve-
ment, the County Uirec;tors on the other hand, had a split of opinions. 
Three of the tasks ~re significant, while thtl! other three were nonsig-
nificant at the . 05 l<i-vel. The two tasks in which the 4-H Agents shou1d 
be most involved in :P~ram £le:cvtimt were: 'JKelp provide an on .. going 
4-h Club program" and 11 Supply volunteer 4-H leaders with support. 11 
staff ins 
BOJt;, gro,ups of !f\•pondeuts felt t:Rat the 4.,H ~ts' involvement 
were in the category ·Of "some" for most of the tasks in the present 
column. However, the 4·H A,g.:ents and Co~f\ty Directors had one task rated 
11 littleu -- 11 Teach v10lunteer 4-H lead~rs how to plan and organize their 
work. 11 The County D1Nttors had one ,gthtH" rated 11 1 ittle 11 in the present 
involvement column _., t'Mothate volut:tt,eer 4 .. w leaders to participate in 
leader training. 11 
There were s 1i gttt di f fere·nces ht ttle rat i fl9S of desired i nvo lvemen t 
by the two groups. In ~$t c.as,es. tb 14 .. H A.geftts 'felt that they should 
be more in¥olved in thes,e tast<s. four (1;g.~i11st eight rated by the County 
Di rectors) of the 4 ... u Ageflts • tasks. ·f'lad• a N'ti:n9 o·f usQme". This means 
that wMle the 4 .. H ~ts desir~d 1*mwd4n f,n:w.olv&me'nt for 24 tasks~ the 
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County Directors desired nineteen. The County Directors showe<I just one 
task not significantly different between present and desired involvement 
as compaY"'ed to two tas.ks by t1*e atents. Overall, more involvement was 
indicated. The two tasks from this area i.n which the combined groups de-
sired the most involv~ment of the 4 ... H AgeAts we:re: 11 £stabl ish and main-
tain good working relationships for volunteer 4-H leaders" and "Identify 
and ·recruit people to serv.e as v.ol~rtt.eer 4-W leeders." 
There were SQ.me differem-ces in the ratings of the respondents for 
this program. The agents had a s.plit respons.e of 1'some 11 and ''much1' in 
the present involvement but rated all the tasks except one in 11 much" 
category in desired. The one exception having "some" rating in desired 
was 11 Handle program disrt,tption.'' 
On the other hand, tf1le County Extension Directors placed a 11 the 
present involvement tasks ex,cept one in usame'' ra:ting. The only one 
placed in 11mudt" category was nuse audio<visual e'q.uipment to improve in-
struction." It was also found that two tasks had a rating of "some 11 for 
the desired category while others were in "much" category. 
Ex tens ion Agents, 4 .. H amt. the County Extension Directors indicated 
two nonsignificant task differences between present and desired involve-
ment. The two indicated by U1e 4-H Agents were: "Select and use the 
pro,per teachin9 methods a.n'd t,echni q-ves'* atf!d 11Hafl'Clle program disruptions." 
Similarly, these two ind-teated by the CfJttrtty Extension Directors were: 
"ttandle program disP·upti<XtlS 11 and "Use audiovisual eq1:1ipment to improve 
instruction." None of tne tasks from tMs area were. rated in the highest 
l)f'iority grobtp by the comb'f.~u~d groups ·lwt thes,e three tasks were in the 
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next highest priority. (l) Develop and use educational materials to 
meet ttlte ne·ed of youth, (2) Use audiovisual equipment to improve instruc-
tion, m~,d (3J lhte,n to and understand youth and volunteer 4-H leaders. 
Cornmu n i cat i o:n $c 
It was found that the Extension Agentst 4-H were not as consistent 
as the County Directors in the ratings of present involvement in communi-
cations. The 4-H Agents 1 responses in this case were evenly split be-
tween 11 some 11 and 11 much11 involvement. On the other hand, a 11 the tasks 
had a rating of "some" in present involvement by the County Oire-ctor~. 
n1:e 4-H Agents had just two tasks in the 11 some 11 category under desired 
and tA~ County 1Jirectors only one. The rest of the tasks had a rattng: 
of 11 much 11 • 
Beth groups agreed that 11 Recogn·i ze accepted cultural standards of 
the g-eneral public in a given area 11 was the only task not significantly 
different between present and desired involvement. The two tasks frt>m 
this area in which the combined groups desired the most involvement for 
the 4-H Agents were: 11 0bta in parenta 1 interest, cooperation and i nv-O:lve-
ment in 4-H activities" and "Inform youth regarding advantages and o:ppor-
tunities.11 
Eva 1 uati on 
Extension Agents, 4-H and the County Extension Directors had unani-
mous opinions as could be found in this table,. For iRstance, both groups 
agreed that the tasks the 4-H Agents are pre·sent1y involved in were just 
in ''some" category. In the tasks the 4-H Agents "should be" involved, 
both groups agre,ed that th:e' 4-H Agents need~d to increase their involve .. 
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ment to 11 much 11 • However, the two groups showed a slight difference when 
they placed one task each in the 11 some 11 category under "desired". The 
one rated 11 some 11 by the 4-H Agents was "Evaluate one's performance as an 
Extension 4-H Youth Agent" while that of the County Extension Directors 
was "Assist volunteer 4-H leaders in the evaluation of their program for 
use in future planning. 11 
All the tasks in this table showed a statistically significant dif-
ference between the present and desired involvement. The three tasks from 
this area in which both groups desired a higher involvement for the 4-H 
Agents were; 11 Evaluate the effe.ctiveness of a county 4-H program and 
suggest ways to improve it ,'1 "Make judgments relative to adjustments in 
programs activities and methods based on sound evidence, 11 and "Involve 
clientele in the evaluation process." None of the tasks in this cate-
gory were rated in the higfiest P'riority ta!) ks by the combined groups, 
Communit,¥ ueveloprnent 
Extension Agents, 4-H felt that they w:ere involved in three of the 
four tasks in the present collHl\ltl~ and also felt they should be "much" 
involved in all the tasks. The one task where they fe.lt their involve-
ment now was 11 some 11 and oug,ht to be 11 much 11 was 11 Seek personal acquaint-
ance and interactio;n with people repres.enting the p·olitical, social and 
·economic structure of the covnt,Y. 11 
The County Ofrectors feH that the 4"'"14 A,gents we.re presently 11 sorne 11 
involv-ed in an or the til$,'k$ al§!l;eipt one '(11{fives recQ:gnition freely to 
others for thei'r tontribu'tio:n,s. in the cn:u,n:ty. 11 ), which ·was rated 11 rnuch 11 • 
County Ex tens ion Di rector$. 1':l'!.dicated tna,t an the tasks in desired in-
1 t . . · .. t· i,.... 11. . . ·h·u ,. . ;.,+ 6 • . .... vo vemen··. were in ·.11e nwc. C!i1.o:;;;gory. WiMle 4-H Agents fodicated all 
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the tasks to be significantly different, County Directors indicated that 
two tasks were significant and two had no significant difference between 
present and desired involvement. Again none of the tasks from this cate-
gory had highest priority ratings but the three tasks in which both 
desired higher involvement for the 4-H Agents were: 11 Inform the public 
of services available through Extension, 1' 11 Gives recognition freely to 
others fpr their contributions il'l the county.," and 11 Cooperate with other 
educational agencies in institutions in carrying out a total program. 11 
Administration 
Extension Ammts, 4.-H indicated thitt thr-ee of the eight tasks under 
the administration program showed: '1some'1 in t'hie p-resent involvement and 
four had .. some 11 in desired. 4 .. H Agents found all the tasks except one 
to be statistically s:i,ll}nificant,, indi<:ating a difference between present 
and desired involvement. The one that was not significant between pre-
sent and desired was uKeep pl!Jblic informe.d Ofil Ex.tension programs, accom• 
plishments and activities through mass media, f)·ubl ic meetings and other 
methods. 11 
County Extension iJirecto,rs on the other hand, showed a mixed expres-
sion. Two tasks, 11 0rganize and use committees~' and 11 Keep public informed 
on Extension programs, accomplishments and activities through mass media, 
public meetings, and other rnethods 11 were in thie 1Jmuch 11 category under 
present involvement. Their desired rati:mg showed that tasks in this 
area were equally divided between 11s~*t and 11much'1 involvement. Two 
tasks were shown not to be signific1u1tly different t>etween p'resent and 
desired involvement. One task was foond in this .$.rea in which both 
groups desired the most involvement r-O!r the 4-.M AQ:.ents: 11 0rganize and 
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use committees. 11 
Extensio·n Agfmts, 4~H rated a 11 the tasks in both present and 
desired involv,ement for professiorlal imp.roveme.nt usome", The Co.unty 
Extension Directors rated all t'he task,$ ifl Ule present ':'some 11 , but felt 
that Agents' tasks in desired S'hould b:~ a·~titt e~ally divided between 
"some" and 11much'' involven;rEmt. Howeve:r,, "des iri<d" mean scores for both 
groups were found to be ol'lly sH:~'ntly n:igher than ''present" mean scores, 
Both groups indic'3t~d nonsignificant diffe:r@m:ce·s in ratings for all 
the tasks as a result of compadn~g differences &~tween present and de-
sired tWt·o l vement. 
Overa 11 Comparison of Ex tens ton Agents, 4-H 
Vers~ County E>tt.tr>ls ion tHre·ctors On 
Present and Oes ired Invo 1 ve.mtnt 
Where the 4-H Agents' and CouAty Oire-ctors 1 pe-rceptions were com-
pared, it was shown that there was great agreeme~t. betwe·en their per-
ceptions, On present involvement, o-nly eleven of the 81 task perceptions 
were significantly different. Their perc.eptions o:n the desired involve-
ment were closer. Only seven of the 81 were sig.nificantly different. 
Findings of Extension Agents, 4-H an<i County 
Extension Directors Responses Combined 
Most of the tasks in the 4·M Agents and C-OUn~Y Extension Directors 
combined perceptions were rat~dl 1*somef1 for prQis~nt involvement and ".muchn 
for desired. Of the 81 tasks, only 13 fltad •1muchfl ratings for the present 
involvement. The rest had 11 some 11 ratings, except one with a 11 little 11 
rating. -- 11 Teach volunteer 4-H leaders recruitment methods .. l• 
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''Desi reda ratings were split betweem "much 11 and "some" involvement 
with the 11much 11 category dominating. How,ever, having more tasks rated 
11 muchtl than 1~some 11 i ndicate'(l that 4-H Ag;eAts and C<Jtmty Directors per-
ceived tne roles of the 4 ... Jf Agents stlould ~ sliptly increasedo Another 
indication for incre:ase{! i~v:~lvemEH"lt for ttle· 4-H Ag:ents was that a 11 but 
7 of the 81 tasks w.ere rated sig,n.ificantlJ different betw~en p·t"esent and 
des ired i nvol vemeflt bJ the combtn$'l g'roups . 
Concerning. the i1·1uporta1 '1c.e of th~ selected tasks, there were eight 
tasks in which the f>lt:ension A~ents., 4 .. 11 and the County Extensio'n Direc-
tor$ fe 1t the 4-H A!~fl'ts shoiyld: hav~ hig•hest i rwo hement; twenty-three 
in which they should have htgher 1 ..nviolvemeTI:t; a.n(f tht-rty-three cases in 
wMdN tf!tey sjrould hawe a hifiR mmtre<e Of .i.fl:'llOh!~tlll!'n't. 
l, The txtensia:tl Agerit!i~ 4-H a~e ff'esently involved in all of the 
tasks listed in th.ti ~stionnq.ire t.Q ~· .moderate extent as evide.nced by 
ratings of 11much11 cm 26 of the tas.:ks~ ''some" on 53 of the tasks, and 
11 little 11 Qn only two tasks: 11'EStabHs.f'l iiH!l•d maiR'tain an office reference 
lil'wary, 11 an-0 ''Te·acn volul'lteer 4 ... H leaders recruitm1ant methods''. This 
would support the idea that 4·H Agents .are presently doi.ng an effective 
Job on. these tasks. 
2. The list of tasks develap-.ed was re'Qarde~ as a v.al id, representa-
tive set h'caus~ aH G:f these tasks were rated M·s .. oimt•~· or above either 
in present or des i re<t invo heme•nt by the 4-H •nts and the County 
Directors both, exc~pt 4 in pres'(:?,.f'lt invelvement that were rated 11 little 11 • 
Even these four were rated higher in d'esired involvement: two in the 
11much 11 category and two in the 11 some 11 category. 
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3, The findings indicated there should be increased involvement in 
the selected tasks by the Extension Agents, 4-H. This was indicated 
by the responses of each group and both groups combined. Another evi-
dence was the mean rating of desired involvement being higher than the 
present involvement in all cases but two from combined responses. The 
two which had a slig,ht decrease in mean rating were: 11 Prepare and/or 
present regular and sp,ecial reports as specified in Extension organi-
zati ons 11 and "Attending professiona 1 meetiin.gs. 11 A 1 so, the 4-H Agents 
had three other tasks slightly lower in me1an rating for the desired 
involvement. They were: 11Participating in agent training schools con-
ducted by the University, 11 11 Attending professional meetings" and 11 Member-
ship in professional organizations. 11 
4. Extension Agents, 4-H felt they should be involved at a slightly 
higher level than the County Extension Oi 1rectors felt they should be, 
This was indicated by 4-H Agents' mean ratings being consistently rated 
higher than the County Directors. However, when the two groups 1 ratings 
were compared, only 11 in present involvement and 7 in desired involve-
ment were significantly differE:mt. This was an evidence that for all 
practical purposes, the 4-H Age·nts and their County Directors perceived 
the 4-H Agents' present and desired involvement in these tasks identi-
ca 1 ly, 
5. The overall pr.oportion of increase in task involvement from pre-
sent to desired by the two groups in all program areas was very similar, 
indicating that they felt that there should be increased involvement 
in all the areas of responsibilities except "Professional Improvement. 11 
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Further evidence v1as significant differences between present and desired 
involvement for most tasks in those areas except "Profess iona 1 Imp,rove-
men to 11 No significant inc re,ase in i nvo lv~ment was in di ca ted for pro-
fessional improvement. 
6. A few of the selected tasks were indicated as having highest 
priority because of their mean rating of 4.00 .Qr a:hove on desired in-
volvement by 4-H Agents and County Directors' combined perceptions. 
These eight hj_ghest rated tasks were fairly awenly distributed among the 
areas of Program Planning, Pro~ram Execution$ Staffing, Communications 
and Administration. This indicates that the highest priority tasks for 
the Ex tens ion Ag,ents, 4 ... t:t- are repiresentati ve Gf severa 1 areas for which 
they are responsible. 
This was further reinforced: by the next higher rated group of 
tasks (3o 75 ... 3, 99). in w-hich 23 tasks were fairly' ,evenly spread among 
Program Planning, Staffing, Tei\l·Ching, Communica;tions, £valuation, 
Community, Dev.elopment and Adm1°n:1stration. An acldttional 33 tasks which 
were rated high (J,5,0·3.74) on desired involvement by the combined 
gY'oups also were fairly evenly· distributed amG>'h9 all areas. The remain-
ing tasks were a 11 rated m0tlerate 1y hi gn ( 2. 98-3. 49) by the combined 
groups which indicated that aH tasks which were· listetl were considered 
important. This priority ranking of the tasks according to the combined 
perceptions gives relative i·mportance comparison among the tasks. 
Recommendations 
1" In as much as this 1dst of tasks ,prt1v'ed to be important as 
validated, it sho-uld: be considered· a-s a me-ans of improving the jobs of 
Extension Agents, 4-H. This should also be considered as a basis for 
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setting up a training program for the Extension Agents, 4-H. 
2. Based on conclusions drawn from this study, th:e 4-H Agents 
should tend to improve their involvement "in these selected tasks, taking 
into consideration time available and priority of tas,ks as indicated by 
this study and the local situation. 
3. Extension Ag.ents, 4-H sh.ould be comrnen~ed for a. willingness to 
increase their involvement to a greate.r extent than that desired by the 
:County Extenshm DirectOJr$.. Th.is ufTdot.rbtedly indicates a positive atti-
tude on the parts of both groups. which can only result in a better 4-H 
i;!¥'·ogram. 
4, Since it was concluded that an areas excep,t p:rofessional Im· 
provemer!'it should hav,e increased irwolvement, U1e Professional Improv~­
men: area should be lo:o·ked .at more closely to see if there is adequate 
involvement in this .area at the p:r.esent: time. If this is a fact,. the 
program should be continued as i't is, but if not, the f!'Eason or reasons 
for these r~ting,s should be stut;'.fi.'$d. 
Further Studies 
1, The author recommended tlllat further studies of this type be 
continuecl, titowever. these lft'i~:t .b:s with anotlitl\l'r Extension workers or 
in another locale to0 V'6l'lidate t+te fi.ndings of this study. 
2. A research g,n Pre .. s-ervice a:t:rtf In.-Strvice Training needs of 4-H 
Agents shou1d be cond,ucted'. followi'l'l'g this rese.arch. 
3. Lastly~ curricttl1um resear~.h bas~d on the fin:d'ililgs of pre-service 
and in-service tr.:dmin~ n~e·ds would be nece:ssa,ry. 
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THE LIST OF NAMES @F EXTENSION AGENTS, 4-H AND 
COUN'f'Y EXTENSION OlRECTORS WORKING IN 
OKLAHOMA TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES 
:r.+ames 
1. Dennis R. Bailey 
2. Warren ~. Jones 
1 . Kent C. Barnes 
2. Bo,bby Sandford 
1. W~lter B. Bigger 
2. L. B. McClure 
l. Darrel 1 Bi lk:e 
2. L. D. A 11 i son 
1. James Coe 
2. John E. Moten 
1. Danny Cof':mr<eHU~ 
2. Verno:n C. McKinley 
1 . f'ona 1 d E. Co·u l ter 
2. Sam Johnson, Jr. 
1 . George Provence 
2. Lore'n Cronin 
l. James H. Barne;s 
2. Gary 'Crosthwait 
1. Melvin D. mcV.ey 
2. Gary Ferrell 
l • Mi·dteie l J. Fe!!t,ttf"flj:orf!l. 
2. t. fL Warkentin 
l, f<on~ldl Gallaway 
2. George w. Maynard: 
WERE MAILED 
Box 520, Courthouse 
Wewo,ka , OK 74884 
Courthouse Arlnex 
Ardmore, OK 73401 
930 N. P.ortland 
Oklahoma Ci ty , OK 7 3107 
Box 1309 Courth0'use 
Claremore, OK 74017 
C Oijrthou.se 
L~wton, Ok 7l501 
Courtho,IJtSe 'Basement 
Hobart, l)K 73651 
601 E. Robinson 
Norman, OK 73069 
Courthouse 
C:~rrtdler, OK 74834 
125 w . .Main 
Cor<ie 11 ~ OK 73632 
Co:urthot11se 
St i1 lwa ter, OK 74074 
D,ox l2'29 
2'405 Industdt1 l Blvd. 
Enid~ OK 73701 
Bo:x 74'$ Ag . lHdg. 
Bristow~ OK 74010 
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l o Gordon Ha 11 
2. Leo I. Cavnar 
1. Thomas W. Hodges 
2. Leo K. Cavnar 
1. James W. Holzler 
2. 0 1 Nern1 F. Teagtt& 
1 . De.an C. Jacckson 
2. Uan P·roc tor 
1. Roy IL Lessly 
2. Bas11 Myers 
1. Charles te'Ster 
2. Sasi 1 ~yers 
l. Freddie A. Ra4'.d:ox 
2. Jack CJ. Sinam~n<s 
l. J:ames 0:. Ne l so·A 
2. Lonnie Sellers 
l. Rodney w. Nichol$ 
2. J. D. Lac~w0;od 
1. Ronald l). Nimmo 
2. Charl~s w .. Phelps, Jr. 
l. Rona.ld J. Q 1 ~tlll(;)l't 
2, IHcnaret Sestak 
l. J'-01l'l'A1 W. Pfie.i f f~r, Jr. 
2. Av€ry Eeds 
1 . Forest R.tHa'dy 
2. Alton ~, ·P.a tr i-.ck 
l . George Sa· lwaechtetr 
2. Eldon L. Nelson 
l. Gary N. Schafer 
2. Milto'n J. Biard 
l • Wayne C • Shearhart 
2 . Davi d Ca'mpbe 11 
l. Charlie L. Schul:ti. 
2. Robert A. Lamraf' 
Addresses 
626 D. Avenu·e 
Lawton, OK 73501 
tox 21 l, Courthouse 
P.auls Valley,. OK 73075 
Courthouse B.ase.ment 
Vinita,. OK 7 4301 
Ceurttlto<Use &ii:ement 
A 1tus, tU< 73£21 
930 N. Po·rt land 
Oklahoma City, OK 73107 
1440 s. Chero:kee 
M1;1skogee, OK 74401 
Cm;.t:rt t<io·use 
Wa90ner, OK 74467 
Bax 6-07 , C our thou se 
Anadarko, OK 7300.5 
Room l· 13, Courthot.ts:e 
Duncan, OK 7353'3 
42 5 Truman P 1 a·ce 
Purcell .,, OK 7JOBO 
Box 5 l 9 fa i rgrounid-:s 
tl Reno, OK 73036 
P. 0. Box 34 
Kingfisher, OK 73750 
Guster 'County Courthouse 
Arapaho, OK 73620 
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Box 9.46, 108 Temple Houston Dr. 
Woodward, OK 73801 
P. Q. Box 1499 
Idahe l 1, OK 747 45 
•P. 0. 149 Ag. Bldy .. 
Tahlequah, 0-K 74464 
Courthouse B.asement 
Chickasha, OK 73018 
l . T ©nil St i 1 es 
2. Duan~ K. M'cLemore 
l . Monroe A.. Sumpter 
2. i:htrQlid A. Mur~a\rl 
l • Jame:s t3. TbCl.ma & 
2. Von t,QJn'Q 
l . Brue a Von lang.e ln 
2. Duane K. Mctemare 
l. St:evetr1 Mi. Wi i l i-a~s 
2. Wi· lbur Tri PP' 
l. Robert Wo1ods 
2. John D. N-ethe·rton 
1 • Ronald S.. YotiiWQ 
2. R0:bert Ke.nR~dy 
1. Deno·t~s [xtens ion Age•rrts, 4 .. w. 
Addresses 
~:is!~°I(' i~~~2East 15th 
e~_':.~ s_._ .7.f .. w_· hi.ting. ·Ha_ ._1_._1 
P~•·ska ~· ClK 74056 
lox 43~0., toutthou;s.e 
N'*wki rk~ '0:1( 741$41 
A<9. S:ld-g.' 4H4: East 15th 
lt1lsa., OK 14H2 
ao·x 3:?0 
Gu.yman~ OK 73:t~lZ 
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lJ.OQ Nt.. B'roadwac,Y, Fa irg.rounds 
A~ia. ~ Q;K , 7 4!82j 
S·cr~ lO, Ag;ri:4. Cet::Jcter 
o:e,w.e:1 ~- ell( 7 4n2·9 
2. tle~ote·s C~nt.)1 fa<te:m$. i:o·n- 'D'1re<: to.r·s. 
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a~1a1T •P TOM•R:aaw 
April 13, 1976 
MEMO· 
TO: State 4-H Staff 
FROM: Merl E. f;il lerJ!f!/I/ 
RE: Graduate Study Questionnaire 
The past several weeks I have been helping an international student 
Johnson Adegbo~ho is an ad.visee of Jir.t Key in the P.g Ed department. 
Johnson, Dr. l{ey and Dr. Netherton have asked that we take a look at 
this questionnaire and give our cor:ments and assistance. 
I have asked Johnson to have copies available for our review by 
Thursday, :'\pril 15. He would then:like for you to go through the 
questionnaire,·cor.iplete the responses and indicate any comnents. He 
will then visit each of us as individuals or collectively.next week. 
know he will appreciate.your help. 
/~ ... 
~"wi ······' 
vtO•UC IN A••••ULTU .. IE, Ht'IMC &ODNDM108 AND ll&LATrD .... n.D• 
u•D• • D•U AND COUNTY •DMM••••OH& ... a••~C•AT•N• 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY' 
8TILLWATl:ll, DKLAHDMA '74D'74 
Hay 3, 1976 
District 4-H Agents 
Dear Co-workers: 
Enclosed is a questionaire designed by Johnson Adegboye, a 
graduate student, which will be helpful in identifying tasks 
the Extension Agent, 4-H is involved in and will be helpful 
in designing training programs. 
We need your help in refining this questiona1re. would you 
complete the questionaire? Also, circle any statements you 
feel are unclear and place an x by any statements you feel 
should be left out. Write in any other connents or statements. 
If you could complete and bring with you to the May 7 111eting 







4-H and Youth Development 
WO"K IN A•atOULTU•&• MOM& &00NDMID8 AN• aaLAT&D PtSLDG 




' •. Department of Agricultural Education 71.07 4 
(405) 372-6211, Ext. 444 
13 May 1976 
·Dear Sir: 
I NEED YOUR HELP! I am a graduate and international student (Nigerian) 
at Oklahoma State Univeraity presently conducting a study which I believe 
you will find interesting and useful to your profession. I aa attemptin& 
to assemble and validate a complete liat of tasks performed by the Extension 
~gent, 4-H. Hopefully, this information can be used to help develop pre-
service and in-service training pro1r ... for the estezae:lon agent• in Oklahoma, 
and/or elsewhere, 
I would like to ask you to share with me, a little of your busy t:lae, 
and your experience on the job by reviewing the enclosed liat of tasks for 
the Extension Agent, 4-H. Only you can tell ae how auch time you spend on 
these tasks now, and how much time you.feel you should be spending. 
I 
Please follow the directions for indicating amount of tills spent and · 
desired for the tasks on the list. I have encloead a 1elf-addr .. aed atamped 
envelope for your convenience in completing and returnin& the inventory. 
Please return the questionnaire on or before May 21, 1976, if possible. 
Approved by: 
·-. 
Dr. James P, Key 





. · 7 Dr. Eugene Williams 
Assistant Director of 
Extension 
4-H & Special Projects 
. . l 
-~ 
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~--~-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
· Department ·af Agricul:ural Education 74074 
('°') 372-6211, Ext. 444 
13 May 1976 
Dear Sir: 
I NEED YOUR HELP! I am a graduate and. inter.national student (Nigerian) 
at Oklahoma State Universit;y presently conducting a·study which I believe 
you will find interesting and useful to your profession. I am attempting 
to assemble and validate a complete list of tasks performed by the Extension 
Agent, 4-H. Hopefully, this information can be used to help develop pre-
. service and in-service training programs for the extension agents in Oklahoma, 
and/or elsewhere. 
I would like to ask you to share with me, a littl~ of your busy time, 
and your experience on the job by reviewing the enclosed list of tasks for 
the Extension Agent, 4-H. Only you can tell me how much time the 4..,Ji Agent 
under you spends on these tasks now and how much time you feel he should be 
spending. 
Please follow the directions for indicating amount of time spent and 
. desired for the tasks on the list. I have enclosed a self-addressed stamped 
envelope for your convenience in completing and returning the inventory. 
Please return the questionnaire on or before May 21, 1976, if possible. 
It is my pleasure to inform you that Dr. Williams and other staff mem-
bers ol the OkJ.ahoma State University, 4-H Department support this study and 
feel ft w;!.11 f>rovide useful information which may help improve the profes-
sion. Thanb very much for your prompt return, of this inventory. 
Approved By: 
~ !?-. 1-~! .·-.J:<b-:----e <'=/) ~ --7, 
Dr. :.James P. Key 






Johnson B. Adeg1joye 
Graduate Sttid~nt, Ag Ed 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
1. Please check your job title: 
a. County Extension Agent, 4-H -----
b. County Extension Directors 
2. Are you married? Yes No --
3. Name of the county where you are presently working -------
4. How many years have you worked in your present job? 
In Extension? --
5. ·Check your major area of study in college 
Agricultural Economics --__ Agricultural Education 
-- Forestry 
-- Agronomy Animal Science ---- Biochemistry 
-- Entomology --Agricultural Engineering 
Others (specify) --
6. Highest degree attained? 
Bachelors -- Masters -- Doctorate --
I NS TR UC TI ONS: 
Please read each task listed in the center column and react to it 
concerning your involvement in that- task. The left column of ratings is 
for you to indicate the amount of involvement (time spent and importance) 
you have in that task at the present time by circling the number. 
The right hand column is for you to indicate the amoung of involve-
ment (time spent and importance you feel you should have in that task to 
do your job like you would really desire to do it. 
Please circle two ratings for each task (present and desired}. Add 
any tasks at the end which you feel you are highly involved with in your 
job but which were not included in the list and rate each additional 1tem; 
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1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 
Categor~ A - Program Planning - De-
signing educational experiences based 
on the needs, interests, and problems 
of youth. 
2 3 4 5 1. Identify areas of 4-H youth pro- 2 3 4 5 
gram in which co-workers can 
cooperate. 
2 3 4 5 2. Organize and use a 4-H program 2 3 4 5 
planning advisory committee. 
2 3 4 5 3. Involve local volunteer 4-H leaders 2 3 4 5 
in planning the county 4-H program. 
2 3 4 5 4. Plan various educational programs 2 3 4 5 
based on needs of youth. 
2 3 4 5 5. Develop a written plan of work to 2 3 4 5 
follow in carrying out a balanced 
4-H program. 
2 3 4 5 6. Determine the activities that re- 2 3 4 5 
late specifically to the interest I 
of older youth. 
2 3 4 5 7. Determine the past and present 4-H 2 3 4 5 
situation. 
2 3 4 5 8. Assemble and organize resources 2 3 4 5 
for the execution of the annual 
program. 
Categor~ B - Program Execution - Use o 
resources to provide learning experi-
ences. 
2 3 4 5 9. Present educational information. 2 -3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 0. Plan and carry out short term 4-H 2 3 4 5 
activities. 
2 3 4 5 1. Help provide an on-going 4-H club 2 3 4 5 
program. 
2 3 4 5 2. Supply volunteer 4-H leaders with 2 3 4 5 
support. 
2 3 4 5 3. Follow a written plan of work. 2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 4. Establish and maintain an office 2 3 4 5 
reference library. 
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Categor~ C - Staffing - Recruiting, 
training, and supervising professional, 
paraprofessional, and volunteer staff. 
2 3 4 5 15. Select proper teaching methods in 2 3 4 5 
training 4-H leaders. 
2 3 4 5 16. Train volunteer 4-H leaders to work 2 3 4 5 
with parents. 
2 3 4 5 17. Involve volunteer 4-H leaders in 2 3 4 5 
preparing a leader training program 
2 3 4 5 18. Assist volunteer 4-H leaders in 2 3 4 5 
seeing the importance of their role 
2 3 4 5 19. Identify and use unique skills of 2 3 4 5 
volunteer 4-H leaders. 
2 3 4 5 20. Organize and conduct a volunteer 2 3 4 5 
4-H leader training meeting. 
2 3 4 5 21. Explain personal benefits volunteer 2 3 4 5 
4-H leaders can expect from their 
leadership roles. 
2 3 4 5 22. Help 4-H volunteer leaders deter- 2 3 4 5 
mine the purposes and objectives 
of youth activities and events. 
2 3 4 5 23. Train and direct volunteer 4-H 2 3 4 5 
leaders in organizing and accom-
plishing various leadership jobs. 
2 3 4 5 24. Delegate responsibility for various 2 3 4 5 
jobs. 
2 3 4 5 25. Recognize and explain the differ- 2 3 4 5 
ence between the volunteer 4-H. 
leaders' responsibilities and 4-H 
agents' responsibilities. 
2 3 4 5 26. Promote exchange of ideas among 2 3 4 5 
volunteer 4-H leaders. 
2 3 4 5 27. Use experienced volunteer 4-H 2 3 4 5 
leaders to train new leaders. 
2 3 4 5 28. Establish and maintain good work- 2 3 4 5 
ing relationships with volunteer 
4-H leaders. 
2 3 4 5 29. Conduct recognition activities for 2 3 4 5 
volunteer 4-H leaders. 
2 3 4 5 30. Identify volunteer 4-H leaders' 2 3 4 5 
training needs. 
2 3 4 5 31. Help volunteer 4-H leaders identify 2 3 4 5 
(recognize) their abilities and 
feel confident to act as 4-H 
leaders. 
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2 3 4 5 32. Plan experiences for volunteer 4-H 2 3 4 5 
leader development in specific 
project areas. 
2 3 4 5 33. Help volunteer 4-H leaders recog- 2 3 4 5 
nize and solve problems relating 
to 4-H. 
2 3 4 5 34. Explain the reasons for involving 2 3 4 5 
4-H members in leadership roles. 
2 3 4 5 35. Motivate volunteer 4-H leaders to 2 3 4 5 
participate in leader training. 
2 3 4 5 36. Teach volunteer 4-H leaders how to 2 3 4 5 
plan and organize their work. 
2 3 4 5 37. Identify and use various resource 2 3 4 5 
people who have specific skills 
needed in the 4-H program. 
2 3 4 5 38. Teach volunteer 4-H leaders re- 2 3 4 5 
cruitment methods. 
2 3 4 5 39. Promote good working relationships 
with others. 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 40. Identify and recruit people to 2 3 4 5 
serve as volunteer 4-H leaders. 
2 3 4 5 41. Supervise and support volunteer 4-H 2 3 4 5 
leaders. 
Cateqorv D - Teaching - Guiding the 
llearni ng experiences of youth. 
2 3 4 5 42. Select and use the proper teaching 
methods and techniques. 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 43. Develop and use educational mater- 2 3 4 5 
ials to meet the needs of youth. 
2 3 4 5 44. Handle program disruptions. 2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 45. Develop and carry out methods of 2 3 4 5 
giving recognition to 4-H members 
other than awards. 
2 3 4 5 46. Use audiovisual equipment to im- 2 3 4 5 
prove instruction. 
2 3 4 5 47. Listen to and understand youth and 2 3 4 5 
volunteer 4-H leaders. 
2 3 4 5 48. Counsel youth and adults on prob- 2 3 4 5 
lems. 
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Cateoorv E - CoJ11'11unications - Inform-
ing the staff and public of the images, 
accomplishments, and purposes of the 
program. 
2 3 4 5 49. Establish good corrununications among 2 3 4 5 
members of the County Extension 
staff. 
2 3 4 5 50. Explain 4-H program and Extension 2 3 4 5 
policies and procedures to volun-
teer 4-H leaders and the public. 
2 3 4 5 51. Inform the public of developments 2 3 4 5 
and accomplishments of the 4-H pro-
gram and individual 4-H members. 
2 3 4 5 52. Write brief, understandable letters 2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 53. Recognize accepted cultural stan- 2 3 4 5 
dards of the general public in a 
given area. 
2 3 4 5 54. Identify, analyze, and overcome 2 3 4 5 
undesirable community attitudes 
toward the 4-H program. 
2 3 4 5 55. Develop and carry out ideas for pro 2 3 4 5 
motion of the 4-H program to parent 
and community. / 
2 3 4 5 56. Obtain parental interest, coopera- 2 3 4 5 
tion, and involvement in 4-H activ-
ities. 
2 3 4 5 57. Explain the objectives and philoso- 2 3 4 5 
phy of 4-H to others. 
2 3 4 5 58. Inform youth regarding advantages 2 3 4 5 
and opportunities. 
Cateaorv F - Evaluation - Collecting, 
analyzing, and interpreting information 
to determine the strengths and weak-
nesses of a program. 
2 3 4 5 59. Evaluate one's performance as an 2 3 4 5 
Extension 4-H Youth Agent. 
2 3 4 5 60. Assist volunteer 4-H leaders in the 2 3 4 5 
evaluation of their program for use 
in future planning. 
2 3 4 5 61. Identify and analyze problems be- 2 3 4 5 
tween the program, the administra-
tion, volunteer 4-H leaders, and 
youth. 
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2 3 4 5 62. Evaluate the effectiveness of a 2 3 4 5 
county 4-H program and suggest 
ways to improve it. 
2 3 4 5 63. Establish criteria upon which eval 2 3 4 5 
uation of program, activities, and 
methods will be based. 
2 3 4 5 64. Make judgments relative to adjust- 2 3 4 5 
ments in programs, activities and 
methods based on sound evidence. 
2 3 4 5 65. Involve clientele in the evaluatior 2 3 4 5 
process. 
Categor~ G - Conmunit~ Develol!!!!ent 
2 3 4 5 66. Seek personal acquaintance and 2 3 4 5 
interaction with people represent-
ing the political, social and econ 
omic structure of the county. 
2 3 4 5 67. Inform the public of services 2 3 4 5 
available through Extension. 
2 3 4 5 68. Gives recognition freely to others 2 3 4 5 
for their contributions in the 
county. 
2 3 4 5 69. Cooperate with other educational 2 3 4 5 
agencies and institutions in car-
rying out a total program. 
Categor~ H - Administration - Using a 
working knowledge of Cooperative Ex-
tension Service philosophy, objectives 
and procedures. 
2 3 4 5 70. Serves on committees considering ... 3 4 5 L 
community centered issues and to 
serve as a resource person to com-
munity convnittees in his area of 
competency. 
2 3 4 5 71. Develop and/or use county filing z 3 4 5 
system. 
2 3 4 5 72. Explain to others the organiza- 2 3 4 5 
tional structure, laws, and 
policies that govern the Coopera-
tive Extension Service in the state 
2 3 4 5 73. Organize and use committees. 2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 74. Explain to others, who can join 4-~ 2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 75. Explain 4-H project recordkeeping 2 3 4 5 
to others. 
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2 3 4 5 76. Prepare and/or present regular and 2 3 4 5 
special reports as specified in 
the Extension organization. 
2 3 4 5 77. Keep public informed on Extension 2 3 4 5 
programs, accomplishments and 
activities through mass media, 
public meetings, and other methods. 
Categorl I - Professional ImE!rovement 
78. Keep up-to-date in technical sub-
ject matter and adult teaching 
methods through such activities as: 
2 3 4 5 (a) Conference with University staff 2 3 4 5 
and specialists. 
2 3 4 5 (b) Participating in agent training 2 3 4 5 
schools conducted by.the University 
2 3 4 5 (c) Attending professional meetings 2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 (d) Membership in professional organi- 2 3 4 5 
zations. 
Categorl J - Others - List additional 
jobs you consider important for the 
operation of a success!ul 4-H program. 
2 3 4 5 79. 2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 
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Dear Sir: 
Welcome back home after the State 4-H Annual Conference in 
Stillwater. Your completed Extension 4-H Agent Task Inventory 
sent to you about two weeks ago has not yet been received. YOUR 
RESPONSE IS VITAL. We ne·ed 100% response to adequately deter-
mine the 4-H agent's tasks. Only YOU can provide us with this 
information. 
In the event that you may have misplaced your inventory, 
another copy has been included here for you to complete and re-
turn in the self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
Please complete the inventory and return it TODAY. Pro-
crastination is the thief of time. If you have already returned 




Asst. Director of 
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